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Figure 5. Reforesting plan for a steep slope in Mariner Point Park.
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INTRODUCTION
Green infrastructure is our
natural life support system an interconnected network
of forests, wetlands, and
waterways. This system links
across parkland, open spaces
in subdivisions, and farms.
Green infrastructure protects
communities and critical
public works from extreme
weather, providing natural
barriers and avoiding costly
repairs. Green infrastructure
also protects against subtle
threats, cleaning water and
collecting carbon dioxide
within trees.

Figure 6. Protections afforded by the GI network.

Investments in green infrastructure also support the animals and plants of the natural
environment. Healthy populations of native species reinforce the green infrastructure. Native
species naturalize within the green infrastructure network and suppress invasive species.
Invasive species are exotic plants that disrupt the ecological balance. Green infrastructure
supports fisheries, pollination of crops, and supports quality soils.
The concept of green infrastructure planning
became a local priority in Harford County,
MD in April 2016, when the American Planning
Association (APA), through its professional
institute - the American Institute of Certified
Planners (AICP) - organized a Community
Planning Assistance Team project in the
county. This project was selected from a
Hurricane Sandy Coastal Resiliency Grant,
awarded by the National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation to The Conservation Fund on
behalf of the Greater Baltimore Wilderness
Coalition (GBWC). In partnership with the
Conservation Fund, the Susquehannock
Wildlife Society, and planner Jean Akers
(AICP, PLA), Harford County applied for
and received a Coastal Zone Management
grant to develop and refine a county-wide
GI Plan.
Figure 7. Resources provided by the GI network.
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Focusing on green infrastructure promotes strategic conservation and restoration that is
proactive, holistic, and systematic. A policy concept that unifies action across landscapes,
watersheds, and jurisdictions, the county-wide GI plan was highlighted as a “Big Idea” in
the County’s master plan, HarfordNEXT. The GI plan identifies opportunities to use natural
(green) infrastructure protection and restoration strategies like stormwater green infrastructure
investments. By developing a comprehensive GI plan and incorporating that information
across county departments with various planning programs, Harford County hopes to reduce
pollution, be more cost-effective, and protect taxpayer-financed investments. The GI plan is
designed to identify multiple benefits from the network of managed and protected natural
areas, green stormwater approaches, and associated open lands. The identification of
multiple benefits can help diversify sources of capital, operation, and maintenance resources
to support the network and broaden the base of support among residents and other county
stakeholders.
Green infrastructure can help coordinate land and water conservation efforts and integrate
them into a cohesive strategy for reaching long-range goals. It can also help inform the county
of sustainable patterns of development, how to minimize negative environmental impacts,
and where restoration could provide tangible benefits.
Harford County’s GI Plan establishes a local
focus for green infrastructure coordination.
It refines and expands on statewide
planning efforts by the Maryland
Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) to define Maryland’s Green
Infrastructure, adapting the state
methodology to county-scale
analysis and planning priorities.

Figure 8. Benefits promoted by the GI network.
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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORK

Green Infrastructure Network

Green Infrastructure Concept

Green Infrastructure Concept
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Figure 9. Green infrastructure network of Edgeley Grove Park. Large forested
core areas are shown in green. Adjacent hub areas noted in a yellow outline
include some forest and some fields. Corridors which connect to other hub
areas are indicated with pink.

Dramstad, W. E., J. D. Olson, and R. T. T. Forman. 1996. Landscape ecology principles in landscape architecture
and land-use planning. Island Press, Washington, DC. 80 pp.
2
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Corridors are narrow or linear natural lands that link core areas together. Corridors are
generally wide enough to provide adequate habitat cover for species that move in the
environment. Corridors provide a passage through unsuitable environments such as row crops
or developments. Species movement includes animals, but corridors support the naturalization
of native plant species as well. Suitable connectivity depends on the type of organism. Highvolume roads or urban areas block terrestrial wildlife. Aquatic species are unable to traverse
dams and other blockages without fish ladders or similar structures. (See Appendix D for more
details.) Retaining or providing connectivity can improve the green infrastructure network by
linking otherwise separated populations within discrete habitat patches.3

Identifying Harford County Green Infrastructure
The Harford County Green Infrastructure network was first
identified using a geographic information system (GIS).
Core areas were identified for different habitats such as
streams, wetlands, and forest using natural facts about the
land cataloged in different local GIS databases as well as
databases from state-led surveys.
The following criteria4 were used for different
natural resources:
1. Forest patches with at least one acre of
interior forest & greater than 100 acres
2. Wetlands and their minimum
regulatory buffer
3. Wetlands of special state concern
4. Floodplains
		
a. 100 year
		
b. 500 year
5. Regulated stream buffers
6. Slope exceeding 25%
7. Soils classified “highly erodible” by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
8. Habitat information for over 250
animal species

Figure 10. GIS databases were searched to identify
cores, hubs and corridors of the GI network.

Aquatic core areas were found by mapping the local streams, determining their drainage
area, and creating a shape from the stream that corresponds to the setbacks of the natural
resource zoning district.5 Portions of that shape were then flagged as higher quality if state
stream surveys had rated the location for high biological integrity. The specific steps of the
process are detailed in Appendix D. The data that was used to determine quality is documented
in Appendix A.
Bennett, A. F. 1998. Linkages in the landscape: the role of corridors and sensitivity in wildlife conservation. IUCN,
Gland, Switzerland and Cambridge, UK. 254 pp.
4
Appendix C documents the criteria and rationale for selecting natural resources.
5
§ 267-62. NRD Natural Resource District subsection B.
3
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The result of mapping and field survey efforts is a new map element of the green infrastructure
network, which is displayed in maps and available in the interactive web tool. Map 1 illustrates
the green infrastructure network at the county-wide scale.

Map 1. Core areas, hubs, and corridors in Harford County.
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Figure 14. The Green Infrastructure web viewer educates and facilitates implementation at many levels.

Figure 14. The Green Infrastructure web viewer educates and facilitates implementation at many levels.
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APPLYING GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE FINDINGS
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Property
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Low or no mow practices

Green Property Management

The most easily initiated county actions are changes to operational practices like no-mow
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plant management plans (See Figure 15). Creating or expanding
or No Mow
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7 77Appendix F-1 explains the forest assessment protocol in detail.
Appendix F-1 explains the forest assessment protocol in detail.
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colonize areas plagued by invasive plants. A pilot study could examine native plant recov
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Figure 19. Red foxes at Swan Harbor Farm.

watershed below Deer Creek in the southeastern portion of the County.
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While there is a high amount of human activity at this park, along with significant deer graze and
some invasive plant species, the habitat diversity is high due to seasonal wetlands and transition
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Figure 21. Northern red-bellied cooters at Mariner Point Park.
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Bynum Run Conservation Area
This infrequently accessed greenGREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN // APPLYING GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE FINDINGS
space was preserved to buffer the
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The Harford County public recreation system is comprised of sites owned by municipal, county,
177 sites encompassing 13,747.7 acres of land. The Harford County Land Preservation, Parks,
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Figure 23. State, county, and municipal parkland (Federal and school lands excluded).
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Preservation Easements
With over 50,000 acres preserved, Harford County has been a nationally recognized leader in
farmland preservation since 1977. The Harford Agricultural Land Preservation Program (HALPP)
and Maryland Agricultural Land Preservation Foundation (MALPF) easement programs are
augmented by other programs and partners, such as Maryland’s Rural Legacy Program,
Maryland Environmental Trust, and the Harford Land Trust. These programs don’t specifically
preserve land for green infrastructure, but they serve the network better than unprotected land.
For example, agricultural preservation easements promote agricultural best management
practices (BMPs) like separating herds from streams, storing animal waste, and preventing soil
erosion with cover crops.
Since the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) limits the amount of nutrients and
sediments entering the Chesapeake Bay, the Maryland Department of Agriculture develops
watershed implementation plans (WIPs) for agriculture through local soil conservation districts.
As the nutrient standards increase, stream and wetland restoration BMPs are a new focus which
in turn help the GI network. As future easements are discussed, GI network-promoting BMP
options can be incorporated. In addition to the proceeds of the purchase of development
rights and tax abatement, grants support BMP investments on farms.

Figure 24. Stream restoration and riparian buffer fencing at Locust Hill Farm of Churchville,
winner of the 2016 Harford Soil Conservation District Conservation Farm of the year award.

This plan provides an analysis to prioritize conservation actions using the green infrastructure
network. Map 2 (on page 17) shows undeveloped lands that are not under easement or in park
ownership ranked by natural resource value as well as land already protected by easement or
park ownership in grey. Appendix E shows this in more detail, including how the factors were
weighted. Future conservation acquisitions can use this map or the resulting data in prioritizing
acquisition options.
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN // NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION WITH GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
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Map 2. Current unprotected lands ranked by conservation value.
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GREEN STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE
The earliest urban settlements were built with channels and pipes to convey rain water
away from buildings and streets. Prior to development, stormwater flows were moderated
because much of the rainfall was absorbed into the ground or passed into the atmosphere by
vegetation. Conventional stormwater infrastructure conveys runoff through ditches, culverts,
and detention basins. These measures, sometimes known as “grey infrastructure,” protect
buildings and streets, but the flows into receiving waters are stronger and degrading.
Harford County has required stormwater management for most new development since
1978. Structural devices or grey infrastructure are common techniques. There are over 1,000
stormwater structures within Harford County. The Bureau of Stormwater Management reviews
proposed structures and conducts maintenance inspections of existing structures on a triannual basis. Newer installations reflect higher state and federal standards but the grey
infrastructure system, as a whole, has capacity and performance issues during peak weather
events. The summer rains of 2018 created peak flows from urban runoff, with hazardous floods,
scoured stream banks, and sediments washed downstream into the Chesapeake Bay. Grey
infrastructure even shows weaknesses during average conditions. For example, since roofing
and paving hold heat until washed by rain, warm stormwater has changed aquatic habitat to
the disadvantage of native species like brook trout.
Stormwater management in Harford County dramatically changed in 2010 when Bill 10-11
was adopted by the County Council to bring local stormwater regulations into compliance
with new state requirements. The most marked change was managing stormwater through
environmental site design (ESD). This method shifts the engineering objective from conveyance
of stormwater away from sites to treating water where it falls and incorporating biology into
engineering. Code requires that developments utilize ESD to the maximum extent practical
to address water quality, groundwater recharge, and channel protection. Through ESD,
stormwater management begins to mirror the hydrology of the predevelopment landscape.
Consequently, ESD installations represent green stormwater infrastructure.
Green stormwater retrofit projects can help manage stormwater runoff in the urbanized portions
of the county. This also includes retaining existing forests and wetlands, using environmental
site design (ESD) where areas are developed or redeveloped, and preventing erosion and
sediment runoff during construction. Trees and other vegetation intercept rainfall, reduce
surface runoff and allow water to infiltrate into the soil. Areas already developed without
adequate stormwater controls can even be retrofitted to mitigate stormwater impacts.
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before it reaches the street. The street storm drain is tied to the tree planting trench so the tree can capture even
21
more water as well
as pollution
andSTORMWATER
nutrients. The trench
drains to a sump and back into the storm drain system.
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Figure 27. Analysis in this plan indicates more than half of county parcels have high green stormwater
potential. This excludes parkland which offers some additional green stormwater potential but has the highest
values as natural resource protection hosting the green infrastructure network.
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This plan identifies areas where green storm stormwater BMPs will provide the best benefit.
Map 5 shows county-owned parcels which are highly suitable for installing green stormwater
management practices. Table E-2 of Appendix E lists the factors used to rank areas for
siting new stormwater treatment BMPs. Factors such as soil erodibility, the number of acres
of impervious surface draining to the site, and development that precedes stormwater
regulations are examples of considerations for scoring listed in Table E-2. These factors were
applied to the green infrastructure network and mapped. Map 3 and Map 4 display a range
of areas suitable for BMPs. The scoring is indicated with a color transition ranging from yellow
to blue. Blue indicates the best locations for green stormwater infrastructure. Black indicates
impervious surfaces that were not included in this analysis. The scan for potential BMPs was
a broad initial step; locations must be examined in the field to confirm their suitability and to
engineer appropriate designs.
Many county capital projects already incorporate some elements of green infrastructure. The
Department of Public Works engages in work to comply with the Maryland Department of
the Environmental (MDE) management of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
program (NPDES). Under Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4), storm drain discharge
requires permits. MDE allows restoration credit for stream restoration projects, tree planting in
open spaces or floodplains, and stormwater retrofits. The suitability analysis of this plan supports
future restoration efforts in service of the MS4 program.
Map 5 shows 287 county-owned parcels (60% of all county-owned parcels) were highly suitable
for installing green stormwater management practices. The scan for potential BMPs was a
broad initial step; locations must be examined in the field to confirm their suitability and to
engineer appropriate designs.
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Map 3. Site suitability for construction of stormwater control green infrastructure.
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Map 4. Site suitability for construction of stormwater control green infrastructure in the more urbanized portion of Harford County.
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Map 5. Locations of county-owned parcels with high green infrastructure stormwater potential.
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Figure 28. Courthouse demonstration project site.
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The corner of the courthouse parking lot could provide a demonstration of green stormwater
techniques. (See Figure 29.) Currently, the parking lot is paved asphalt where stormwater runoff
flows directly to storm drains. A raised curb contains the parking pavement and is bordered by
a planting strip with approximately a 4-foot width. The planting strip was planted with shade/
street trees and mown grass. Over the years, the trees have continually declined. Several dead
trees have been removed; many remaining trees are showing stress or actively declining.
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Figure 32. Mariner Point Park BMP example of expanding tree canopy and no-mow area.
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Nuisance Flooding
During the 2018 Legislative session, a bill titled “Sea Level Rise Inundation and Coastal FloodingConstruction, Adaptation and Mitigation” (HB 1350/SB 1006) was passed and became
effective on July 1, 2018. Part of the legislation is titled Nuisance Flooding and requires that
by July 1, 2019 “a local jurisdiction that experiences nuisance flooding shall develop a plan
to address nuisance flooding.” Nuisance flooding is “high tide flooding that causes public
inconvenience.” In coordination with the county’s Department of Public Works Resource
Management Office, it has been determined that there are no such areas in Harford County
(not including APG or municipalities). Many of the roads in Harford County that are near the
shoreline are under federal control (APG). Harford County will continue to monitor county
roads to address impacts associated with sea level rise and coastal flooding.

Critical Infrastructure Protection
Green infrastructure can buffer critical infrastructure from extreme weather impacts like
flooding and high winds. Critical infrastructure includes power production and transmission
facilities, hospitals, police stations, fire stations, emergency management centers, water
supplies, wastewater treatment facilities, evacuation routes, and more.
Critical infrastructure locations were compared in Harford County to floodplains and hurricane
storm surge extents. The evaluation was confined to critical infrastructure with potential
vulnerability to flooding or storm surge. It was determined that almost no critical infrastructure is
in flood-prone areas. Harford County is fortunate that most of the shoreline and coastal areas
are within APG, which was not part of the study area for this plan.
The few critical infrastructure facilities that lie in flood-prone areas consist of a water plant and
some electrical substations. (See Table 1.) The “threat” column lists whether they fell within
a 100 or 500 year floodplain, or in a storm surge zone (Category 3 hurricanes in some cases,
Category 4 in others). With the potential for sea level to rise and storm strength to increase,
these threats likely have a higher probability of occurring than in the past when floodplains
and hurricane surges were originally mapped.
The “current protection” column lists whether the facility is buffered by existing forest (in all cases
but one, yes), and potential actions to increase protection (planting more trees, constructing
wetlands, raising walls or equipment above maximum flood heights if this hasn’t already been
1. Potentially
vulnerable
critical infrastructure
in Harford in
County.
done, etc.). For Table Table
1. Potentially
vulnerable
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Harford County.
all sites, it may be
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Existing forest provides some
protection. Some
components walled or
elevated.

Capital Planning with Green Infrastructure

floodplain, maybe
construct wetlands.
Consider raising walls
or elevating additional
components.

CAPITAL PLANNING WITH GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Grants that promote trail connections for citizens to access parks and open space areas can
result in projects that double as green infrastructure. As retrofits of parks are budgeted, green
infrastructure improvements can be worked into the plans. Future parkland and open space
acquisitions may be based on the GI network. This serves to implement GI practices related to
the county’s Land Preservation Parks and Recreation Plan (LPPRP) goals as well as HarfordNEXT
goals for conservation lands and justify alternative sources of funding and extend precious
local capital dollars.
Public building and renovation projects can benefit by leveraging the GI Plan. For example,
public school construction is tied to meeting green construction standards as they are a
prerequisite for state financial participation. Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
Certification (LEED) uses a scoring system to award sustainable construction. The score can
factor in the site plan. Joppatowne Elementary was the first LEED certified school project in
Harford County, gaining six of fourteen sustainable site points. Public projects seeking LEED or
other rating systems can emphasize points for protecting or restoring habitat, green stormwater
management, and limiting impervious surface. The green infrastructure network can aid the
facility planning process, support grants, and aid justification for green awards.
The green stormwater projects discussed previously can play an important role in future road
capital projects. For example, the concept of tree trenches can allow the Department of
Public Works to increase bioretention into narrow linear opportunities.

MANAGING PERFORMANCE WITH GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Performance-based management helps document progress toward reaching a more
extensive and complete green infrastructure network. Collecting performance data increases
government transparency, aids permit review, and bolsters grant applications. Performance
measures can follow the HarfordNEXT practice of online tracking of accomplishments. A “GI
Implementation Tracker” may include measuring the conversion of lawn to forest or mowed
areas converted to low or no-mow. Progress in acquiring high green infrastructure priority land
by either public or private entities may be measured. Land management changes including
green stormwater management and reductions of impervious coverage can be tracked.

OUTREACH, EDUCATION, AND PARTNERSHIPS
The outreach to develop this plan, such as the website and the interactive web-based viewer
of the green infrastructure network, can continue to engage community members. The
county Green Infrastructure Story Map, another web tool, explains the GIP-related project/
future program(s) in a manner that is accessible to the community. Story mapping updates
can connect with other county public relations efforts to celebrate or market county projects
and programs that demonstrate green infrastructure practices. These resources can inspire
voluntary actions to preserve/restore the GI network core areas. For example, organizations
like the Nature Conservancy can collaborate with watershed stewards, the Land Trust, and
the Environmental Advisory Board using green infrastructure network data. The resources may
inspire individual actions to preserve privately owned segments of forest, streams, wetlands,
and meadows. An official coalition with partner agencies, organizations could be organized
to meet periodically, coordinate, and further conservation, acquisition and management
activities that advance and expand the green infrastructure network in the county.
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UPDATE REGULATIONS WITH GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE FINDINGS
Much of the existing green infrastructure network remains because of existing programs and
regulations. The findings of this plan can support adjustments to existing regulations or a few
areas where new regulations would be effective. The Natural Resource District (NRD) is an
overlay zone of the county zoning ordinance that is based upon a setback from freshwater
resources. Some development activities are permitted in the zone. While some may be
reasonable, the data in this plan suggests more restrictive considerations for NRD buffers that
are also elements of the green infrastructure network. A similar approach could be applied to
the Forest and Tree Conservation Ordinance. Buffer yards or landscaping requirements could
be adjusted for properties that contain green infrastructure network resources. Lawn to forest
conversion, lawn to meadow, or rain gardens could be considered in an evaluation of existing
property code requirements.
A tree canopy ordinance would support the goals of the Green Infrastructure Plan. Chapter
four of HarfordNEXT, titled Environmental Stewardship, states a goal to establish a tree canopy
program to maintain tree canopies’ both rural and urban environments. Recognizing that
increasing tree canopy in more densely developed areas helps to attenuate stormwater flows
and mitigate pollution from stormwater runoff, adding trees on county-owned properties is a
direct demonstration of the county’s commitment to the stated goal of increasing canopy
by 2%. Both demonstration projects propose the addition of canopy shade trees to reduce
surface heat, enhance water permeability, and reduce runoff. Locating additional tree
canopies near waterways and coastlines is especially important to help protect water quality
and aquatic resources. Part of the HarfordNEXT goal (ES 3.2) about increasing tree canopies
encourages implementation through partnerships with State Highway Administration (SHA),
DPW, Parks, and Recreation to incorporate tree canopies into the design of projects.

ENGAGE LANDOWNERS TO INCORPORATE PRACTICES
Only approximately 7% of the green infrastructure network is located in county parks. It will take
the efforts of private landowners, conservation, and nonprofit organizations to make substantial
strides in protecting or enhancing the GI network. Residential property owners can do their
part by incorporating green infrastructure practices on their lands. They can do things such
as reduce impervious surface on their property, install rain gardens, remove invasive species
and plant native trees and shrubs. Large property owners can consider placing conservation
easements on their property in exchange for tax benefits and other incentives. Nonprofit and
conservation organizations can play a key role in enhancing green infrastructure by matching
property owners with the appropriate grant, cost-share, or financial/estate planning resources
to property owners. The Harford Land Trust and the Maryland Environmental Trust are two
active land trust organizations in the county. The State Rural Legacy program is a great option
for property owners with ecologically significant resources. The voluntary donation of land by
easement or estate planning can provide financial benefits to owners and have long lasting
benefits to our green infrastructure.
Agricultural lands are one of the most important pieces of maintaining a healthy green
infrastructure network in Harford County. The county and state agricultural preservation
programs are key to protecting the GI network. There are many other voluntary programs and
cost-share opportunities available to agricultural landowners. Various programs through the
National Fish and Wildlife Service and the Harford Soil Conservation District offer cost-share
opportunities for measures that can benefit the GI network.
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SUMMARY OF GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGIES
The following GI strategies are derived from the goals and strategies outlined in the county
master plan, HarfordNEXT. Citations are referenced at the end of each strategy to reflect the
derivation from HarfordNEXT.

STEWARDSHIP ON COUNTY-OWNED LANDS
• The County will explore establishing no-mow areas on county roads and properties that
have high-value GI core areas. [ES 1.4 (f): Protect and restore forest resources.]
• Use GI practices on county lands where feasible (park retrofits, capital projects, etc).
[ES 3.1 (c): Reduce the footprint of development through innovative design concepts.]
• Prioritize the county’s Land Preservation Parks and Recreation Plan (LPPRP) future
parkland/open space acquisition(s) based on the GI network. [ES 1.3 (a): Protect rare,
threatened, and endangered species (RTE) and ecologically significant areas from
encroachment.]
• Implement GI practices related to the county’s LPPRP goals for conservation lands.
[ES 5.7 (c): Encourage sustainable maintenance practices for county-owned land.]
• Develop invasive species plant management plans for county parks.
[ES 5.7 (c): Encourage sustainable maintenance practices for county-owned land.]
• Explore grants that promote trail connections for citizens to access parks and open space
areas. [Goal MC 2.3 (b) Develop access to county and state parks and expand waterfront
access.]
• Evaluate mitigation strategies of the county’s critical infrastructure that have been
identified as potentially vulnerable to storm surge (Table 1), and mitigate these risks where
warranted. [Goal ES 5.5 (b): Incorporate coastal resiliency strategies into the development
of the Green Infrastructure Plan and future updates of the Harford County Hazard
Mitigation Plan.]
• Conduct additional habitat studies on public land to determine where conservation efforts
and other best management practices should be considered. [Goal ES 5.7 (c): Encourage
sustainable maintenance practices for county-owned land.]
• Establish performance measures to indicate proposed target areas and percentage of
accomplishment toward reaching a more extensive and complete green infrastructure
network. In other words, a “GI Implementation Tracker”: [Goal GWP 5.1 (a) Develop and
maintain a HarfordNEXT monitoring program.]
a. Measure conversion of lawn to forest
b. Measure mown areas converted to low or no-mow zones
c. Quantify land acquisitions of high GI priority (could be both public & private lands)
d. Cite land management changes to GI stormwater
e. Measure reduction of impervious coverage (maybe this has to be weighed against
new development)
• Facilitate green stormwater practices and enhance the GI network on Harford County
school campuses. [Goal ES 3.3 (d) Increase outreach and education activities related to
stormwater management.]
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OUTREACH AND EDUCATION
• Develop the interactive web-based viewer to show and display the various GI datasets.
[Goal ES 4.1 (d): Increase citizen stewardship of land and resources.]
• Continue to update the county Green Infrastructure Story Map, which explains the GIPrelated project/future program(s) that are accessible to the community. [Goal ES 4.1 (d):
Increase citizen stewardship of land and resources.]
• Initiate an official green infrastructure education & awareness program that collaborates
with watershed stewards, land trust, EAB, etc. (County could encourage this program
but leave it to other organizations or conservancy to implement.) [Goal ES 4.1 (d): Increase
citizen stewardship of land and resources.]
• Celebrate all county projects and programs that demonstrate green infrastructure
practices. [Goal ES 4.1 (e): Increase citizen stewardship of land and resources.]
• Establish an active/official coalition with partner agencies, organizations, etc. to
coordinate and further conservation, acquisition and management activities that advance
and expand the green infrastructure network in the county. (Perhaps this group meets 1-2
times per year.) [Goal ES 4.1 (e): Increase citizen stewardship of land and resources.]
• Promote voluntary actions to preserve/restore the GI network core areas.
[Goal ES 4.1 (e): Increase citizen stewardship of land and resources.]
• Encourage conservation of privately owned segments of forest, streams, wetlands, and
meadows. [Goal ES 1.4 (b): Protect and restore forest resources.]

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
• The County will explore a “lawn to woodland” program that will enhance the GI network.
[Goal ES 1.4 (c): Protect and restore forest resources.]
• Work with Harford Land Trust and Maryland Environmental Trust to identify and prioritize key
properties with high-value habitat and acquire conservation easements. [Goal ES 1.3 (a):
Protect rare, threatened, and endangered species (RTE) and ecologically significant areas
from encroachment.]
• Conserve critical habitats, connect protected lands, and provide access for recreation
through grants such as the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation Acres for America
program. Goal ES 1.3 (b): Protect rare, threatened, and endangered species (RTE) and
ecologically significant areas from encroachment.]
• Assist DNR Fisheries in identifying key properties for voluntary actions to improve habitat
and improve the trout fishery. Collaborate with organizations such as Trout Unlimited, and
the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation. [Goal ES 1.3 (e): Protect rare, threatened, and
endangered species (RTE) and ecologically significant areas from encroachment.]
• Explore providing additional points for properties applying for the county ag preservation
program that have high-value GI network lands. [Goal ES 5.1 (b): Preserve our agricultural
heritage and resources for future generations.]
• Explore obtaining additional Community Rating System credit to assist citizens in getting
discounted flood insurance with measures that protect floodplain areas within the GI
network. [Goal ES 1.2 (c) Preserve 100-year floodplain.]
• Establish a partnership with the Watershed Stewards Academy to help implement GI
projects. [Goal ES 3.3 (b) Increase outreach and education activities related to stormwater
management.]
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POSSIBLE REGULATORY APPLICATIONS
• Develop a tree canopy ordinance that supports the goals of the Green Infrastructure
Plan. [Goal ES 1.4 (h): Protect and restore forest resources.]
• Consider limiting forest clearing and requiring mitigation within the NRD buffers in the GI
network. [Goal ES 1.1 (c): Protect streams, wetlands, and their buffers.]
• Consider higher conservation standards for clearing of forests within the GI network within
the Forest and Tree Conservation Ordinance. [Goal ES 1.4 (h): Protect and restore forest
resources.]
• Consider developing an overlay district for the GI network to include forest interior dwelling
species protection and impervious surface limitations. [Goal ES 3.1 (b) Reduce the
footprint of development through innovative design concepts.]
• Consider enhancing the buffer yard/landscaping requirements for properties that have
GI network resources. [Goal ES 3.1 (c) (d) Reduce the footprint of development through
innovative design concepts.]

PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS/LANDOWNERS & NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
• Incorporate green stormwater practices on your land. [Goal ES 3.3 (b) Increase outreach
and education activities related to stormwater management.]
• Conserve/preserve/restore core GI areas on your land.
• Reduce impervious surfaces, where feasible. [Goal ES 3.3 (c) Increase outreach and
education activities related to stormwater management.]
• Reduce mown grass areas by converting to low-mow or by actively reforesting areas.
[Goal ES 3.2 (a) Establish a tree canopy program that encourages citizens to maintain and
increase forest canopy in rural and urban environments.]
• Consider selling development rights as a permanent conservation action if your property
contains critical habitat or GI valued-land. [Goal ES 1.4 (b) Protect and restore forest
resources.]
• If your land has GI or conservation value, consider donating your property (as a life estate)
to a land trust, conservancy or county parks to contribute to the future GI network.
[Goal ES 1.4 (b) Protect and restore forest resources.]

AGRICULTURAL LANDS
• Encourage partnerships with NRCS programs for promoting conservation practices.
[Goal POH 4.5 (a) Continue support for organizations and programs that benefit the larger
agricultural and natural resource community.]
• Connect The Nature Conservancy Growing Green &/or Chesapeake Bay programs to
Harford County agribusiness partners. [Goal POH 4.5 (a) Continue support for organizations
and programs that benefit the larger agricultural and natural resource community.]
• Support the Harford County Soil Conservation District in helping the agricultural community
implement best management practices and improve GI network resources. [Goal POH 4.5
(a) Continue support for organizations and programs that benefit the larger agricultural
and natural resource community.]
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Sources:
NatureServe Explorer (http://explorer.natureserve.org/), unless otherwise indicated, as below.
Burke, V.J. and J. W. Gibbons. 1995. Terrestrial buffer zones and wetland conservation: a case study of freshwater turtles in a
Carolina bay. Conservation Biology vol. 9 no. 6:1365-1369.
Bushman, E. S., and G. D. Therres. 1988. Habitat management guidelines for forest interior breeding birds of coastal Maryland.
Wildlife Tech. Pub. 88-1, Maryland Dept. of Nat. Res., Annapolis, MD.
Crawford, J.A. and R.D. Semlitsch. 2007. Estimation of core terrestrial habitat for stream-breeding salamanders and delineation
of riparian buffers for protection of biodiversity. Conservation Biology vol. 21 no. 1:152-158.
Esley, J. Yellow-breasted chat (Icteria virens) management/conservation profile. http://faculty.ncwc.edu/mbrooks/pif/
Fact%20Sheets/Species%20Fact%20Sheets/Yellow-breasted%20Chat%20profile.pdf. Accessed 19 June 2009.
FEIS: Fire Sciences Laboratory (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station, Fire Sciences
Laboratory). Fire Effects Information System, Online at http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis.
Hess, G. 2000. Regional Planning for Wildlife in the Triangle. Online at http://www4.ncsu.edu/~grhess/research/regplan/.
Accessed 5 Jan. 2008.
NEPARC: Northeast Partners in Amphibian and Reptile Conservation. Species Data Matrices: biological attributes that may
contribute to vulnerability. Version 1.0.
Robbins, C. S. (ed.). 1996. Atlas of the breeding birds of Maryland and the District of Columbia. University of Pittsburgh Press.
Rubino, M. and G. Hess. 2003. Planning open spaces for wildlife. 2. Modeling and verifying focal species habitat. Landscape
and Urban Planning 64: 89–104.
Southerland et al. 2005. New biological indicators to better assess the condition of Maryland streams. Publication # DNR-120305-0100, Maryland Dept. of Nat. Res., Annapolis, MD.
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Hub focal species
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Connectivity focal species

Note: For all target species, urban areas and major roads (except under bridges) were considered barriers. Some species like
turtles may avoid steep slopes (e.g., ravine sides). Linkages should pass through hubs and protected land where possible; hubs
because they represent larger, more intact natural areas, and protected land to ease corridor implementation.
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APPENDIX C: Harford County Natural Resource Identification
1. Forest

1.1. Forest patches with at least 1 ac of interior
1.1.1. Rationale:
1.1.1.1. Forest edges contain significant gradients of solar radiation, temperature,
		
wind speed, and moisture between the forest patch interior and the adjacent
		
land, especially if the adjacent land is developed. Increased solar radiation at
		
the edge increases temperatures and decreases soil moisture and, with increased
		
wind flow, decreases relative humidity, which can desiccate plants. Increased
		
wind speed at a newly created edge commonly knocks down trees that are
		
no longer buffered by adjacent canopy and not structurally prepared. This poses
		
a problem especially for wetland trees, which have shallow roots and less stable
		
soil. Wind can also carry dust or other small particles, which can adhere to
		
vegetation. Noise from developed land disrupts natural activity in adjacent forest
		
or marsh, by drowning wildlife cues for territorial boundary establishment, courtship
		
and mating behavior, detection of separated young, prey location, predator
		
detection, and homing. Sudden loud noises can also cause stress to animals.
		
Changes in insolation and other physical parameters at created edges change
		
plant and animal communities there, and processes like nutrient cycling.
1.1.1.2. Since the eastern U.S. was primarily unbroken forest prior to European
		
colonization, many species are adapted to interior forest conditions. Edge
		
habitat differs from interior forest in tree species composition, primary production,
		
structure, development, animal activity, and propagule dispersal capabilities.
		
The edge communities shift to more shade-intolerant, more xeric tree and shrub
		
species, and early successional species. These then broadcast propagules that
		
invade the forest interior. Edges can favor invasive species, which can then
		
displace native species in adjacent areas. Opportunistic animals like raccoons,
		
opossums, and cowbirds also colonize patch edges, and often invade the interior.
		
These edge species often influence ecosystem dynamics by preying on,
		
outcompeting, or parasitizing interior species. Cats and dogs from developed
		
areas can also prey on or harass wildlife.
1.1.1.3. Source: Maryland’s Green Infrastructure Assessment: A Comprehensive
		
Strategy for Land Conservation and Restoration. http://www.dnr.state.md.us/
		greenways/gi/gidoc/gidoc.html.
1.1.2. Data layer: D:\Harford_GI\Harford_GI_GIS\forest\for_w_1ac_int
1.1.2.1. ESRI Grid format; cell size = 3 m
		
1.1.2.2. Took too long to run computations at 1 m, and possible some computations
		
would not run at all.
1.1.3. Methodology:
1.1.1.1. Identify tree canopy from HARF_24025_USGS.tif. This layer was missing data
		
for Aberdeen Proving Ground. It was more spatially accurate than layer
		
Vegetation_2013.
1.1.1.2. Identify orchards from layer Vegetation_2013.
1.1.1.3. Convert building polygons and parking lots to grid format.
1.1.1.4. Select impervious road surfaces (IMPERVIOUS = “YES”) & convert polygons
		
to grid format.
1.1.1.5. Convert 2014 impervious surfaces to grid format (a lot of redundancy with
		
above layers but not 100%).
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1.1.1.6. Select active railroads and buffer lines by 2 meters (based on aerial
photos). Then convert polygons to grid format.
1.1.1.7. Buffer power lines 10 meters (based on aerial photos) and convert
polygons to grid format.
1.1.1.8. Convert road and railroad centerlines to grids so there are no artificial
breaks as happens when converting polygons to grids.
1.1.1.9. Subtract impervious surfaces, roads, railroads, power line corridors, and
orchards from tree canopy.
1.1.1.10. Identify interior forest (>30 m from nearest edge)
1.1.1.11. Identify contiguous groupings of at least 1 ac of interior forest, and add
30 m transition back.

2. Wetlands

2.1 Wetlands and minimum regulatory buffer
2.1.1. Rationale: Regulated
2.1.2. Note - This does not include expansions to include:
		
2.1.2.1. Slopes of 15% or greater (e.g., at a rate of 4’ for every 1% of slope or to the
		
top of the slope, whichever is greater)
		
2.1.2.2. Nontidal wetlands of special State concern (which are addressed under
		special habitat)
		
2.1.2.3. Adjacent highly erodible or hydric soils (e.g., to the lesser of the landward
		
edge or 300 feet)
		
2.1.2.4. To note, an effective buffer width will vary according to type of wetland,
		
sensitivity to disturbance, intensity of adjacent land use, groundwater depth and
		
hydraulic conductivity, proximity and characteristics of drainage ditches and
		
other water control structures, slope and soil characteristics, species present, and
		
buffer characteristics such as vegetation density and structural complexity, soil
		
condition, etc. (Brown et al, 1990; North Carolina State University, 1998).
2.1.3. Data layer: Harford_wetland_min_buffers.shp
		
2.1.3.1. ESRI shapefile
2.1.4. Methodology:
		
2.1.4.1. From DNR wetland layer, remove wetlands not within 200 m of the County
		
boundary (distance added because boundary did not include open water).
		
2.1.4.2. Remove farmed wetlands (“Pf”) and permanent open water.
		
2.1.4.3. Identify tidal vs. non-tidal wetlands
		
2.1.4.4. Tidal wetlands have a minimum buffer of 100 feet
		
2.1.4.5. For non-tidal wetlands, Harford County has a minimum buffer of 75 feet.
		
2.2. Wetlands of Special State Concern + 100 ft buffer
2.2.1. Rationale: Regulatory
2.2.2. In Maryland certain wetlands with rare, threatened, endangered species or
unique habitat receive special attention. The Code of Maryland Regulations
(COMAR) Title 26, Subtitle 23, Chapter 06, Sections 01 & 02 identifies these Wetlands
of Special State Concern (WSSC) and affords them certain protections including a
100 foot buffer from development. The Maryland Department of the Environment is
responsible for identifying and regulating these wetlands. In general, the US Fish and
Wildlife Service’s National Wetlands Inventory wetlands provide the basis for
identifying these special wetlands. Additional information, determined from field
inspections, is used to identify and classify these areas.
2.2.3. Data layer: Harford_WSSC_100ft_buffers.shp
		
2.2.3.1. ESRI shapefile
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2.2.4. Methodology:
2.2.4.1. Downloaded; see metadata.
2.2.4.2. Buffer 100 feet

3. Floodplains

3.1. 1% (100 year) floodplain
3.1.1. Rationale: Regulated
3.1.2. Data layer: Floodplain.shp
		
3.1.2.1. ESRI shapefile
3.2. 0.2% (500 year) floodplain
3.2.1. Rationale: Areas vulnerable to severe storms. E.O. 13690 (1/30/15) established
a new standard for flood risk reduction, which included delineating floodplains
based on:
		
3.2.1.1. “(i) the elevation and flood hazard area that result from using a climate		
informed science approach that uses the best-available, actionable hydrologic
		
and hydraulic data and methods that integrate current and future changes in
		
flooding based on climate science. This approach will also include an emphasis
		
on whether the action is a critical action as one of the factors to be considered
		
when conducting the analysis;
		
3.2.1.2. “(ii) the elevation and flood hazard area that result from using the
		
freeboard value, reached by adding an additional 2 feet to the base flood
		
elevation for non-critical actions and by adding an additional 3 feet to the base
		
flood elevation for critical actions;
		
3.2.1.3. “(iii) the area subject to flooding by the 0.2 percent annual chance
		
flood; or
		
3.2.1.4. “(iv) the elevation and flood hazard area that result from using any other
		
method identified in an update to the FFRMS.”
3.2.2. Data layer: 500_YR_FLOODPLAIN.shp
		
3.2.2.1. ESRI shapefile

4. Riparian buffers

4.1. Regulated stream buffers vary in width
4.1.1. The Natural Resource District for all perennial and intermittent streams shall
be a minimum of 75 feet on both sides, measured from the top of the streambank
or 50 feet beyond the 100-year floodplain, whichever is greater. For all streams
that have a drainage area of more than 400 acres, as depicted on the Harford
County Hydrology/Drainage Area Map, which is incorporated herein by reference,
the Natural Resource District shall be expanded to a minimum distance of 150 feet
on both sides, measured from the top of the streambank or 50 feet beyond the 100year floodplain, whichever is greater.
4.1.2. Data layer: ha_stream_buffers.shp
		
4.1.2.1. ESRI shapefile
4.1.3. Methodology:
		
4.1.3.1. Extracted streams/rivers from County hydrology lines & buffered 75 ft.
		
4.1.3.2. Extracted streams/rivers from County hydrology polygons & buffered 75 ft.
		
4.1.3.3. Add 150-foot buffers around major streams (new150buffer_
		ActualBufferArea.shp)
		
4.1.3.4. Buffer 100 year floodplains 50 feet
		
4.1.3.5. Union above buffers
		
4.1.3.6. Dissolve overlaps
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5. Steep slopes

5.1. Slopes >25%
5.1.1. Steep slopes (>25% in Harford County) are designated as Natural Resource
Districts if >40,000 ft2, and protected from development.
5.1.2. Data layer: over25over40k.shp
		
5.1.2.1. ESRI shapefile provided by Harford County

6. Highly erodible soils

6.1. “Highly erodible soils” are defined as those soils with a slope greater than 15
percent or those soils with a K value greater than 0.35 and with slopes greater than 5
percent. Harford County protects erodible soils when they occur in the Critical Area
(usually within 1000’ of tidal shorelines/wetlands), and if they occur within the Critical
Area Buffer, we extend the buffer to incorporate erodible soils.
6.1.1. Rationale: Regulatory (only within the Critical Area)
6.1.2. Data layer: high_erodible
		
6.1.2.1. ESRI grid
6.1.3. Slopes >15%
		
6.1.3.1. Slope grid was obtained from http://lidar.geodata.md.gov/imap/services
		
6.1.3.2. Reclassify slope values >15% to a value of 1; elsewhere No Data.
6.1.4. Soils with K > 0.35 and slopes > 5%
		
6.1.4.1. Used gridded SSURGO (gSSURGO_MD.gdb)
		
6.1.4.2. Joined table “component” based on field “mukey” (aka Mapunit Key)
		
6.1.4.3. Joined table “chorizon” based on field “component.cokey”
		
6.1.4.4. Reclassified K factors (field “kffact”) > 0.35 to 1; elsewhere to 0.
		
6.1.4.5. As is common with soil data, which is compiled by County, values were
		
inconsistent across County lines.
		
6.1.4.6. Reclassify slope values >5% to a value of 1; elsewhere No Data.
		
6.1.4.7. Multiply by soils with K > 0.35.
		
6.1.4.7.1. Grid of highly erodible soils with slope >5% is K_gt35_sl_gt5
6.1.5. Mosaic the above two grids
		
6.1.5.1. Grid: high_erodible
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APPENDIX D: Harford County Green Infrastructure Network
Identification Methodology
Core areas
1. Core aquatic areas
1.1. Identify riparian zones
1.1.1. Used regulated stream buffers
1.1.2. Regulated stream buffers vary in width
		
1.1.2.1. The Natural Resource District for all perennial and intermittent streams
		
shall be a minimum of 75 feet on both sides, measured from the top of the
		
streambank or 50 feet beyond the 100-year floodplain, whichever is greater.
		
For all streams that have a drainage area of more than 400 acres, as depicted
		
on the Harford County Hydrology/Drainage Area Map, which is incorporated
		
herein by reference, the Natural Resource District shall be expanded to a
		
minimum distance of 150 feet on both sides, measured from the top of the
		
streambank or 50 feet beyond the 100-year floodplain, whichever is greater.
		
1.1.2.2. Data layer: ha_stream_buffers.shp
		1.1.2.3. Methodology:
		
1.1.2.3.1. Extracted streams/rivers from County hydrology lines and buffered
		
75 feet.
		
1.1.2.3.2. Extracted streams/rivers from County hydrology polygons and
		
buffered 75 feet.
		
1.1.2.3.3. Add 150 foot buffers around major streams (new150buffer_
		
ActualBufferArea.shp)
		
1.1.2.3.4. Buffer 100 year floodplains 50 feet
		
1.1.2.3.5. Union above buffers
		
1.1.2.3.6. Dissolve overlaps
1.2. Nontidal wadeable streams (1st-3rd order)
1.2.1. Focal species: Pollution-sensitive fish and invertebrates
1.2.2. Optimal habitat: Stream reaches with “Good” combined (fish + benthic
macroinvertebrate) IBI scores (>4), which can indicate good water quality and
stream habitat.
1.2.3. Identify stream reaches with “Good” combined (fish + benthic
macroinvertebrate) MBSS IBI scores
1.2.4. Add stream reaches with MDE Tier II designation
1.2.5. Add associated riparian zone
1.3. Stronghold watersheds
1.3.1. Focal species: Four aquatic-dependent rare species: Chesapeake logperch,
Shield darter, Bog turtle, and Creeper (a species of mussel)
1.3.2. DNR provided a map of HUC12 stronghold watersheds in Harford County,
which support populations of these species.
1.3.3. Select connected streams (i.e., not isolated by impoundment dams, etc. in
these watersheds.
1.3.4. Add associated riparian zones.
1.4. Coldwater streams
1.4.1. Focal species: Brook trout
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1.4.2. Optimal habitat: Cold water (<20C) natural streams with stable hydrology
and geomorphology, rocky or gravelly substrate, riffles and pools, perennial flow,
minimal pollution, high D.O., low sedimentation, unimpounded, unchannelized, and
riparian forest on both banks.
1.4.3. Identify streams containing brook trout. DNR Freshwater Fisheries provided a
map of HUC12 watersheds that contain brook trout, and wrote, “It is our belief that
during the cooler months of the year brook trout use the main rivers in these two
watersheds. During the hot months of the year, the brook trout are seeking thermal
refuge from the warmer water in the main rivers. This most likely means that they are
confined to tributaries with the cold water, but there is a possibility that do find cold
water upwellings in the main rivers.”
1.4.4. Select connected streams (i.e., not isolated by impoundment dams, etc.) in
these watersheds.
1.4.5. Add associated riparian zones.
1.4.6. Northern red salamanders found in most spring-fed streams, typically in
Piedmont. These were a better indicator of springs than streams.
1.4.7. Hellbenders apparently extirpated from County; not found in recent surveys
1.5. Non-tidal rivers (typically, at least 4th order)
1.5.1. Focal species: Pollution-sensitive fish
1.5.2. Optimal habitat: Natural rivers with stable hydrology and geomorphology,
riffles and pools, minimal pollution, high D.O., low sedimentation, unimpounded,
unchannelized, and riparian forest on both banks.
1.5.3. Identify Deer Creek and Little Gunpowder Falls (contain Tier II High Quality
Waters) river sections from Harford flowlines NAHCS.
1.5.4. Add associated riparian zone
1.6. Tidal rivers and Chesapeake Bay
1.6.1. Focal species: Anadromous fish, mummichog, native submerged grasses
1.6.2. Optimal habitat: High Priority Blue Infrastructure, SAV beds, anadromous fish
spawning and juvenile habitat
1.6.3. Identify High Priority Blue Infrastructure coastal watersheds
1.6.4. Identify 2015 SAV beds
1.6.5. Add striped bass spawning habitat
1.6.6. Add herring and perch spawning and juvenile habitat
1.6.7. Clip to Blue Infratructure nearshore segments (out to a depth of 2 meters) and
shoreline buffers (up to 100 m from shoreline).
1.6.8. Note: All 263 segments fell into one or more of these habitat categories.
1.7. Combine
1.7.1. Created model to run much of this.
2. Core Wetlands
2.1. Identify wetlands and minimum regulatory buffer
2.1.1. Note - This does not include buffer expansions to include:
		
2.1.1.1. Slopes of 15% or greater (e.g., at a rate of 4’ for every 1% of slope or to
		
the top of the slope, whichever is greater)
		
2.1.1.2. Nontidal wetlands of special State concern (which are addressed under
		special habitat)
		
2.1.1.3. Adjacent highly erodible or hydric soils (e.g., to the lesser of the landward
		
edge or 300 feet)
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2.1.1.4. To note, an effective buffer width will vary according to type of wetland,
		
sensitivity to disturbance, intensity of adjacent land use, groundwater depth and
		
hydraulic conductivity, proximity and characteristics of drainage ditches and
		
other water control structures, slope and soil characteristics, species present, and
		
buffer characteristics such as vegetation density and structural complexity, soil
		condition, etc.
2.1.2. Data layer: Harford_wetland_min_buffers.shp
2.1.3. Methodology:
		
2.1.3.1. From DNR wetland layer, remove wetlands not within 200 m of the County
		
boundary (distance added because boundary did not include open water).
		
2.1.3.2. Remove farmed wetlands (“Pf”) and permanent open water.
		
2.1.3.3. Identify tidal vs. non-tidal wetlands
		
2.1.3.4. Tidal wetlands have a minimum buffer of 100 feet
		
2.1.3.5. For non-tidal wetlands, Harford County has a minimum buffer of 75 feet.
2.2. Wetlands of Special State Concern + 100 ft buffer
2.2.1. In Maryland certain wetlands with rare, threatened, endangered species or
unique habitat receive special attention. The Code of Maryland Regulations
(COMAR) Title 26, Subtitle 23, Chapter 06, Sections 01 & 02 identifies these Wetlands
of Special State Concern (WSSC) and affords them certain protections including a
100 foot buffer from development. The Maryland Department of the Environment is
responsible for identifying and regulating these wetlands. In general, the US Fish and
Wildlife Service’s National Wetlands Inventory wetlands provide the basis for identifying
these special wetlands. Additional information, determined from field inspections, is
used to identify and classify these areas.
2.2.2. Data layer: Harford_WSSC_100ft_buffers.shp
2.2.3. Methodology:
		
2.2.3.1. Downloaded WSSC.
		
2.2.3.2. Buffer 100 feet
2.3. Identify wetlands that have not been farmed, drained, ditched, or excavated.
2.3.1. Note: impounded wetlands (-b; -h) often provide good habitat
2.3.2. Note: filled (-s) may only be a small portion of the wetland, and this is not
generally labeled consistently
2.3.3. (“CLASS” LIKE ‘%f’) OR (“CLASS” LIKE ‘%d’) OR (“CLASS” LIKE ‘%x’)
2.4. Separate remaining wetlands into three different types: forested, shrub, emergent,
and non-vegetated (e.g., mudflats; river bars). Open water falls under aquatic.
2.5. Compatible land cover includes unimpaired wetlands, forest patches, and open
water.
2.6. Identify unimpaired wetlands (or portions of wetlands) that are at least 30 m from
cleared or developed land, roads, railroads, ditches, or channelized streams.
2.7. Add 30 m buffers
2.8. Add WSSC’s + 100 ft buffers (even if not all the land cover is natural).
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3. Core Forest
3.1. Background:
3.1.1. Forest edges contain significant gradients of solar radiation, temperature,
wind speed, and moisture between the forest patch interior and the adjacent
land, especially if the adjacent land is developed. Increased solar radiation at
the edge increases temperatures and decreases soil moisture and, with
increased wind flow, decreases relative humidity, which can desiccate plants.
Increased wind speed at a newly created edge commonly knocks down trees
that are no longer buffered by adjacent canopy and not structurally prepared.
This poses a problem especially for wetland trees, which have shallow roots and less
stable soil. Wind can also carry dust or other small particles, which can adhere to
vegetation. Noise from developed land disrupts natural activity in adjacent forest
or marsh, by drowning wildlife cues for territorial boundary establishment,
courtship and mating behavior, detection of separated young, prey location,
predator detection, and homing. Sudden loud noises can also cause stress
to animals. Changes in insolation and other physical parameters at created
edges change plant and animal communities there, and processes like
nutrient cycling.
3.1.2. Since the eastern U.S. was primarily unbroken forest prior to European
colonization, many species are adapted to interior forest conditions. Edge
habitat differs from interior forest in tree species composition, primary production,
structure, development, animal activity, and propagule dispersal capabilities. The
edge communities shift to more shade-intolerant, more xeric tree and shrub
species, and early successional species. These then broadcast propagules that
invade the forest interior. Edges can favor invasive species, which can then
displace native species in adjacent areas. Opportunistic animals like raccoons,
opossums, and cowbirds also colonize patch edges, and often invade the interior.
These edge species often influence ecosystem dynamics by preying on,
outcompeting, or parasitizing interior species. Cats and dogs from developed
areas can also prey on or harass wildlife.
3.1.3. Age, structure, composition, disturbance history, etc. of forest is often more
important to functions like wildlife habitat than patch size. This information was not
readily available throughout the County.
3.1.4. Note: took too long to run computations at 1 m, so we ran at 3 m.
3.2. Forest patches with at least 1 acre of interior (>30 m from edges)
3.2.1. We decided that this would be the minimum patch size for consideration.
Forest patches dominated by edge effects may not contain suitable conditions
for forest obligates.
3.2.2. Identify tree canopy from HARF_24025_USGS.tif. This layer was missing data
for Aberdeen Proving Ground. It was more spatially accurate than layer
Vegetation_2013.
3.2.3. Identify orchards from layer Vegetation_2013.
3.2.4. Convert building polygons and parking lots to grid format.
3.2.5. Select impervious road surfaces (IMPERVIOUS = “YES”) and convert polygons
to grid format.
3.2.6. Convert 2014 impervious surfaces to grid format (a lot of redundancy with
above layers but not 100%).
3.2.7. Select active railroads and buffer lines by 2 meters (based on aerial photos).
Then convert polygons to grid format.
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3.2.8. Buffer powerlines 10 meters (based on aerial photos) and convert polygons to
grid format.
3.2.9. Convert road and railroad centerlines to grids so there are no artificial breaks
as happenes when converting polygons to grids.
3.2.10. Subtract impervious surfaces, roads, railroads, powerline corridors, and or
chards from tree canopy.
3.2.11. Identify interior forest (>30 m from nearest edge)
3.2.12. Identify contiguous groupings of at least 1 ac of interior forest, and add 30 m
transition back.
3.2.13. Data layer: D:\Harford_GI\Harford_GI_GIS\forest\for_w_1ac_int
		
3.2.13.1. ESRI Grid format; cell size = 3 m
3.3. Forest paches with >100 ha (250 ac) of interior forest (>100 m from edges)
3.3.1. This patch size and depth is based on habitat requirements for forest interior
birds (FIDS) in Maryland (Bushman and Therres, 1988).
3.3.2. There were only 5 such patches: one privately owned west of Abingdon along
Haha Branch, one centered on Stoney Demonstration Forest, one privately owned
along Gray’s Run, and two near Lake Aaron Straus.
3.4. Key forest patches would best be identified from the ≥1 interior acre subset through
presence of indicator species or surveys of forest quality. We lacked such data, though.
3.5. Calculate area of each forest patch with ≥1 acre of interior. Area calculated here
includes the 30 m edge transition.
Patch area (ac)

% of patches

% of area

0 - 10

38%

5%

10 - 30

32%

12%

30 - 100

19%

22%

100 - 250

7%

24%

250 - 1092

4%

37%

3.6. From above, identify forest patches ≥100 acre (only 11% of patches, but 61% of
area)
3.7. Add forest patches that overlap core aquatic areas, core wetlands, and BioNet
Tiers 1-4.
3.7.1. 1106 out of 1649 forest patches met one or more of these four criteria.
3.7.2. These were designated core forest.
4. Core Grassland - unable to identify grassland habitat
4.1. Identify grasslands
4.1.1. From land cover (HARF_24025_USGS.tif), select Low Vegetation
4.1.2. From Cropland Data Layer (CDL; 12/12/2016 publication), select Pasture/Grass
and Grassland Herbaceous
4.1.3. There wasn’t any of the above mapped in Harford County.
5. Combine core areas. Remove developed land and add forest within these areas.
5.1. Convert polygons to rasters with value of 1.
5.1.1. Used same map extent and cell size (3 m) as the forest grid
5.2. Mosaic rasters together and remove areas outside the County or in APG.
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5.3. Subtract impervious surfaces from fine-scale land cover and other data (see forest
patch methodology)
5.4. Add adjacent tree cover
5.5. Remove areas only tenuously connected (<30 m wide) to core forest, wetland, or
aquatic areas.
5.6. Remove areas <1 ac
5.7. Add core aquatic areas back in.
5.8. Resultant layer had some areas of questionable habitat value; e.g. lawns within
floodplains. However, such areas may provide ecological services other than wildlife
habitat, like flood attenuation.
5.9. Clip to County boundary, not including APG.

Hubs
1. Buffer core areas 100 m
2. Add small areas (<10 acres) within buffers
2.1. 1 cell = 9 m2 = 0.00222395 acre.
2.2. 10 acres = 4497 cells
3. Subtract major roads
3.1. Data source: Centerline_August_2017
3.2. Select speed ≥40 mph
3.3. Also select interstate and state highways (shield = I or S)
3.4. Save as Harford_major_roads.shp
3.5. Convert to grid and subtract from core area buffers
4. Subtract areas within 30 m of buildings
5. Subtract parking lots
6. Add core areas back in
7. Remove areas only tenuously connected (<30 m wide) to core areas.
8. Clip to County boundary, not including APG.
9. Apply size threshold of 250 ac (112,444 cells)

Corridors

Had to run this at 10 m due to computer constraints.

Forest Corridors
1. Set environments and resample core forest
a. Set projection (Maryland State Plane, NAD 1983, meters), snap, mask & cell size (10 m).
b. Resample or re-rasterize data to this.
Forest movement impedance
1. Bridges
a. Select bridges (from County data) over streams or other open water (field “OVER_”;
some bridges are over other roads).
b. Based on examination of data, buffer 20 meters
c. From Hydrology_Lines, select FTYPE = stream/river, canal/ditch, artificial path
d. From Hydrology_Polygons, select all except dam/weir
e. From land cover, select water and wetlands
f. Identify water within 20 meters of bridge points.
g. Assign these areas the same code as Water in the land cover raster (1).
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2. Water
a. From Hydrology_Polygons, select (“DESCRIPTIO” = ‘LAKE/POND’) OR (“DESCRIPTIO” =
‘STREAM/RIVER’) OR (“DESCRIPTIO” = ‘RESERVOIR’) OR (“DESCRIPTIO” = ‘CANAL/DITCH’)
OR (“DESCRIPTIO” = ‘DITCH_CONC’) OR (“DESCRIPTIO” = ‘SPILLWAY’)
b. Assign these areas the same code as Water in the land cover raster (1).
3. Assign buildings the same code as Structures in the land cover raster (7).
4. Assign major roads a unique code (99)
5. Assign roads and road lines the same code as Roads in the land cover raster (9).
6. Assign parking lots the same code as Impervious Surfaces in the land cover raster (8).
7. Assign railroads and rail lines the same code as Impervious Surfaces in the land cover
raster (8).
8. Assign utility ROWs the same code as Low Vegetation in the land cover raster (5).
9. Assign orchards the same code as Shrubland in the land cover raster (4).
10. Overlay buildings, bridges, major roads, other roads, railroads, utility ROWs, and orchards
over land cover data. Save as grid bldg_rd_rr_lc.
11. Based on tests while performing the Greater Baltimore Wilderness resiliency assessment,
reclass modified land cover as follows (No Data = impassable for non-aerial forest animals):
Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
No Data

Description
Water
Wetlands
Tree Canopy
Shrubland
Low Vegetation
Barren
Structures
Impervious Surfaces
Impervious Roads
Tree Canopy over Structures
Tree Canopy over Impervious Surfaces
Tree canopy over Impervious Roads
Aberdeen Proving Ground
Outside County

Forest Corridor Impedance
250
20
10
20
50
250
No Data
1250
1250
No Data
1250
1250
No Data
No Data

a. Give major roads an impedance of No Data (impassable except under bridges)
b. Grid name: imp_lc_x5
6. Interior forest
a. Reclass distance from forest edge (using grid tree_patches) as follows:
Distance from Forest Edge

Divide Impedance By:

> 100 m

3

30 - 100 m

2

< 30 m, or non-forest

1

b. Saved divisor grid as imp_intfor.
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7. Proximity to buildings and roads: Divide impedance by 2 within 30 m of buildings or roads
a. Reclass road and building grids to 1 or No Data, and mosaic together.
b. Reclass distance from roads and buildings as follows:
Distance from Nearest Road or Building

Divide Impedance By:

< 15 m (1 cell diag.)

3

15 - 30 m

2

> 30 m

1

c. Saved divisor grid as near_rd_bldg.
8. Set impedance of offshore water (>30 m from shore) to NoData, so the program does not
select forest corridors across large rivers or bays.
a. Use water from land cover (specifically, grid bldg_rd_rr_lc, which reclassifies bridges
as water)
b. Save grid as imp_offshore
9. Protected lands
a. We combined all available protected land layers (including easements and military
land) in Harford County, and converted to a grid (grd_protected). The level of protection
varied.
b. Based on results from past projects, exclude paved surfaces and open water, using
grid bldg_rd_rr_lc. Only trees, grass/shrubs, and bare earth receive a discount for being
within a protected area.
c. Reclass protected undeveloped land = 2; elsewhere = 1. Saved as imp_protect.
10. Combine
a. Divide land cover impedance grid by interior forest impedance (i.e., lower impedance
in forest interior), offshore water (i.e., no corridors >30 m from shore), protected land
(i.e., lower impedance in undeveloped protected land), and proximity to roads and
buildings (higher impedance near roads and buildings).
b. Note that processing extent, cell size, etc. must align exactly between impedance
and core area grids for the TMA tool to work.
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Forest connectivity modeling
1. Created uncertainty grid for impedance layer, to be used with the new TMA version, such
that each impedance value could vary but retain their rank order.
Impedance
Value

Min.
Value

Max.
Value

1
2
3
5
10
15
20
25
30
40
50
60
75
83
100
125
150
250
375
500
750
1250
2500
3750

1
2
3
4
8
13
18
23
28
35
45
55
68
79
92
113
138
200
313
438
625
1000
1875
3125

1
2
4
7
12
17
22
27
35
45
55
67
79
91
112
137
200
312
437
625
1000
1875
3125
4375

Fractional Fractional Smallest
Final Min. Final Max.
Change
Change Fractional
Value
Value
to Min.
to Max.
Change
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.200000
0.200000
0.133333
0.100000
0.080000
0.166667
0.125000
0.100000
0.083333
0.093333
0.048193
0.080000
0.096000
0.080000
0.200000
0.165333
0.124000
0.166667
0.200000
0.250000
0.166667

0.000000
0.000000
0.333333
0.400000
0.200000
0.133333
0.100000
0.080000
0.166667
0.125000
0.100000
0.116667
0.053333
0.096386
0.120000
0.096000
0.333333
0.248000
0.165333
0.124000
0.333333
0.500000
0.250000
0.166667

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.2000
0.2000
0.1333
0.1000
0.0800
0.0666
0.1250
0.1000
0.0833
0.0533
0.481
0.0800
0.0960
0.0800
0.2000
0.1653
0.1240
0.1666
0.2000
0.2500
0.1666

1
2
3
4
8
13
18
23
28
35
45
55
71
79
92
113
138
200
313
438
625
1000
1875
3125

2. Run TMA
a. Impedance X5
b. Maximum movement from start locations = 1,000,000
c. Minimum pathway threshold = 1
d. Maximum movement around pathway = 1000
i. Equivalent to 40 m of bare earth or 200 m of grass (seems kind of high)
ii. Through ag fields, width was ~60 - 80 m.
e. Analysis iterations = 50
f. Start location % = 1
g. It took 3.5 hours.
3. Rank corridors (#1)
a. Normalize the cost and accumulation grids (taking natural log).
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1
2
3
6
12
17
22
27
32
45
55
65
79
87
108
137
162
300
437
562
875
1500
3125
4375

b. Use TMA Corridor Importance Tool. The TMA Corridor Importance Tool sums the core
area connected to each corridor as well as the movement impedance, and compares
it to the entire study area. The final importance value for each corridor is calculated by
multiplying the corridor cost ratio with the connected core area ratio. Corridors that
have a high accumulated area and low corridor cost are more important.
c. Use the “Remove Cores from corridors” tool to remove core areas and areas that do
not connect at least two core areas (they may connect different parts of the same core
area, or function as buffers, or, in some cases, act as dead ends.)
d. Reclassify all output values from above tool to 1
e. Multiply above corridors by corridor importance values
f. Slice into ten equal-area increments.
g. Results were counterintutive.
4. Rank corridors (#2)
a. As above, use the “Remove Cores from corridors” tool to remove core areas and
areas that do not connect at least two core areas (they may connect different parts of
the same core area, or function as buffers, or, in some cases, act as dead ends.)
b. Reclassify all output values from above tool to 1
c. Multiply above corridors by movement potential grid (which combines area connected
and impedance)
d. Slice into ten equal-area increments. 10 is best and 1 is worst.
e. Output looked more logical than above.
5. Rank corridors (#3)
a. Followed same procedure for corridor cost alone.
b. In this case, 1 is best and 10 is worst.
c. Decided to use #2 instead, since it includes area connected.

Wetland Corridors
Wetland movement impedance
1. First, identify core wetlands to connect
a. Set processing extent same as forest impedance layer.
b. Relatively unimpacted wetlands (ha_wet_unimp) within core areas (ha_core_areas)
c. Note: All unimpacted wetlands fell within core areas.
d. Save grid as core_wetl_10m
2. Bridges - same as for forest
3. Water - same as for forest
4. Assign buildings the same code as Structures in the land cover raster (7).
5. Assign major roads a unique code (99)
6. Assign roads and road lines the same code as Roads in the land cover raster (9).
7. Assign parking lots the same code as Impervious Surfaces in the land cover raster (8).
8. Assign railroads and rail lines the same code as Impervious Surfaces in the land cover raster (8).
9. Assign utility ROWs the same code as Low Vegetation in the land cover raster (5).
10. Assign orchards the same code as Shrubland in the land cover raster (4).
11. Assign DNR wetlands (other than farmed or open water) the same code as Wetlands in the
land cover raster (2).
12. Overlay buildings, bridges, major roads, other roads, railroads, wetlands, utility ROWs, and
orchards over land cover data. Save as grid lc_mod_wetl.
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13. Reclass modified land cover as follows (No Data = impassable for non-aerial forest animals):
Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
No Data

Description
Water
Wetlands
Tree Canopy
Shrubland
Low Vegetation
Barren
Structures
Impervious Surfaces
Impervious Roads
Tree Canopy over Structures
Tree Canopy over Impervious Surfaces
Tree Canopy over Impervious Roads
Aberdeen Proving Ground
Outside County

Forest Corridor Impedance
20
10
20
35
50
250
No Data
1250
1250
No Data
1250
1250
No Data
No Data

a. Give major roads an impedance of No Data (impassable except under bridges)
b. Grid name: imp_lc_wetl
11. Core wetlands and other relatively unimpaired wetlands
a. Reclass as follows:
Wetland Context

Divide Impedance By:

Core wetlands

3

Other relatively unimpaired wetlands
Elsewhere

2
1

b. Saved divisor grid as imp_wetclass.
12. Floodplains
a. Reduce impedance of stream buffers and 1% floodplains, except for open water and
impervious surfaces.
b. Reclassify to 2 = inside, 1 = outside. Save grid as imp_floodpln.
13. Proximity to buildings and roads: Same as for forest impedance
14. Set impedance of offshore water (>30 m from shore) to NoData, so the program does not
select forest corridors across large rivers or bays. (Same as for forest impedance)
15. Protected lands: Same as for forest impedance
16. Combine
a. Divide land cover impedance grid by wetland impedance (i.e., lower impedance in
core wetlands), floodplain impedance (i.e., lower impedance in floodplains), offshore
water (i.e., no corridors >30 m from shore), protected land (i.e., lower impedance in
undeveloped protected land), and proximity to roads and buildings (higher impedance
near roads and buildings).
b. Set minimum impedance to 1 (cannot be less than this)
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Wetland connectivity modeling
1. Created uncertainty grid for impedance layer, to be used with the new TMA version, such
that each impedance value could vary but retain their rank order.
Impedance
Value

Min.
Value

Max.
Value

1
2
3
5
6
7
8
10
12
13
15
17
20
25
26
30
35
37
40
50
52
60
62
70
75
100
105
125
150
187
250
375
500
750
1250
2500
3750

1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
11
13
14
16
19
23
26
28
33
36
39
45
51
56
61
66
73
88
103
115
138
169
219
313
438
625
1000
1875
3125

1
2
4
5
6
7
9
11
12
14
16
18
22
25
28
32
36
38
45
51
56
61
66
71
80
103
118
127
161
200
269
407
563
812
1375
2750
4375

Fractional Fractional Smallest
Final Min. Final Max.
Change
Change Fractional
Value
Value
to Min.
to Max.
Change
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.200000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.100000
0.083333
0.000000
0.066667
0.058824
0.050000
0.080000
0.000000
0.066667
0.057143
0.027027
0.025000
0.100000
0.019231
0.066667
0.016129
0.057143
0.026667
0.120000
0.019048
0.080000
0.080000
0.096257
0.124000
0.165333
0.124000
0.166667
0.200000
0.250000
0.166667

0.000000
0.000000
0.333333
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.125000
0.100000
0.000000
0.076923
0.066667
0.058824
0.100000
0.000000
0.000000
0.066667
0.028571
0.027027
0.125000
0.020000
0.076923
0.016667
0.064516
0.014286
0.066667
0.030000
0.123810
0.016000
0.073333
0.069519
0.076000
0.085333
0.126000
0.082667
0.100000
0.100000
0.166667

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.1000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0666
0.0588
0.0500
0.0000
0.0000
0.0666
0.0285
0.0270
0.0250
0.0200
0.0192
0.0166
0.0161
0.0142
0.0266
0.0300
0.0190
0.0160
0.0733
0.0695
0.0760
0.0853
0.1240
0.0826
0.1000
0.1000
0.1666

1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
12
13
14
16
19
25
26
28
34
36
39
49
51
59
61
69
73
97
103
123
139
174
231
343
438
688
1125
2250
3125

1
2
3
5
6
7
8
11
12
13
16
18
21
25
26
32
36
38
41
51
53
61
63
71
77
103
107
127
161
200
269
407
562
812
1375
2750
4375
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2. Run TMA
a. Impedance X5
b. Maximum movement from start locations = 1,000,000
c. Minimum pathway threshold = 1
d. Maximum movement around pathway = 1000
i. Equivalent to 40 m of bare earth or 200 m of grass (seems kind of high)
ii. Through upland fields, width was ~50 m.
e. Analysis iterations = 50
f. Start location % = 1
g. It took 2.5 hours.
h. Most (but not all) of the corridors were in floodplains.
3. Rank corridors (#1)
a. Normalize the cost and accumulation grids (taking natural log).
b. Use TMA Corridor Importance Tool. The TMA Corridor Importance Tool sums the core
area connected to each corridor as well as the movement impedance, and compares
it to the entire study area. The final importance value for each corridor is calculated by
multiplying the corridor cost ratio with the connected core area ratio. Corridors that
have a high accumulated area and low corridor cost are more important.
c. Use the “Remove Cores from corridors” tool to remove core areas and areas that do
not connect at least two core areas (they may connect different parts of the same core
area, or function as buffers, or, in some cases, act as dead ends.)
d. Reclassify all output values from above tool to 1
e. Multiply above corridors by corridor importance values
f. Slice into ten equal-area increments.
g. Results were counterintutive.
4. Rank corridors (#2)
a. As above, use the “Remove Cores from corridors” tool to remove core areas and
areas that do not connect at least two core areas (they may connect different parts of
the same core area, or function as buffers, or, in some cases, act as dead ends.)
b. Reclassify all output values from above tool to 1
c. Multiply above corridors by movement potential grid (which combines area connected
and impedance)
d. Slice into ten equal-area increments. 10 is best and 1 is worst.
e. Output looked more logical than above.

Aquatic Corridors
Aquatic movement impedance
1. First, expand the study boundary by 50 m since Little Gunpowder Falls is the western County
boundary and there are some positional discrepancies. Save as aqu_study_bnd.
2. Identify stream and river center lines within core aquatic areas.
a. Give these an impedance of 1
3. All land has an impedance of NoData (if it’s not water, it’s impassable to fish).
4. Hydrology lines:
Value
1
2
3
4
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Type
Artificial Path
Stream/River
Canal/Ditch
Connector
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Impedance
5
5
100
No Data

5. Hydrology polygons:
Value
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Description
Lake/Pond
Stream/River
Dam/Weir
Reservoir
Tunnel/Culvert
Rock/Island
Spillway
Ditch_Conc
Swamp
Canal/Ditch

Impedance
10
5
10000
10
250
No Data
1250
100
250
100

6. Fish blockages
a. Buffer fish blockage points 15 m to account for positional uncertainty
b. Multiply impedance by 100 (and by 1 elsewhere).
c. We did not consider them totally impassable because some were probably culverts
(presumably raised above the water level), and many (perhaps most) could be targeted
for fish passage projects.
7. Proximity to buildings and roads: Same as for forest impedance
8. Protected lands: Same as for forest impedance
9. Combine
a. Mosaic impedance of core streams and rivers on top, then hydrology lines, then
hydrology polygons.
b. Multiply by impedance of fish blockages and proximity to buildings and roads, and
divide by impedance of protected lands.
c. Upland areas have No Data (impassable).
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Aquatic connectivity modeling
1. Created uncertainty grid for impedance layer, to be used with the new TMA version, such
that each impedance value could vary but retain their rank order.
Impedance
Value

Min.
Value

Max.
Value

1
2
3
5
7
10
15
20
30
50
100
150
200
250
300
500
1000
1500
10000
20000
30000

1
2
3
4
6
9
13
18
25
40
75
125
175
225
275
400
750
1250
5750
15000
25000

1
2
4
6
8
12
17
25
40
75
125
175
225
275
400
750
1250
5750
15000
25000
35000

Fractional Fractional Smallest
Final Min. Final Max.
Change
Change Fractional
Value
Value
to Min.
to Max.
Change
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.200000
0.142857
0.100000
0.133333
0.100000
0.166667
0.200000
0.250000
0.166667
0.125000
0.100000
0.083333
0.200000
0.250000
0.166667
0.425000
0.250000
0.166667

0.000000
0.000000
0.333333
0.200000
0.142857
0.200000
0.133333
0.250000
0.333333
0.500000
0.250000
0.166667
0.125000
0.100000
0.333333
0.500000
0.250000
2.833333
0.500000
0.250000
0.166667

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.2000
0.1428
0.1000
0.1333
0.1000
0.1666
0.2000
0.2500
0.1666
0.1250
0.1000
0.0833
0.2000
0.2500
0.1666
0.4250
0.2500
0.1666

1
2
3
4
6
9
13
18
25
40
75
125
175
225
275
400
750
1250
5750
15000
25002

1
2
3
6
8
11
17
22
35
60
125
175
225
275
325
600
1250
1750
14250
25000
34998

1. Run TMA
a. Impedance X5
b. Maximum movement from start locations = 1,000,000
c. Minimum pathway threshold = 1
d. Maximum movement around pathway = 1000
e. Analysis iterations = 50
f. Start location % = 1
g. It took 2.5 hours.
2. Separate corridors from core areas
a. Use the “Remove Cores from corridors” tool to remove core areas and areas that
do not connect at least two core areas (they may connect different parts of the same
core area, or function as buffers, or, in some cases, act as dead ends.)
b. Reclassify all output values from above tool to 1
c. There were very few, and they all fell within core areas.
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Combine corridors
Method #1
1. Add sliced forest movement potential corridors to sliced wetland movement potential
corridors (with background = 0). Aquatic corridors all fell within core areas.
2. Reclassify 0 to No Data (i.e. remove non-corridors)
3. Use the “Remove Cores from corridors” tool to remove core areas and areas that do not
connect at least two core areas (they may connect different parts of the same core area, or
function as buffers, or, in some cases, act as dead ends.)
4. Had to manually remove (mask out) corridors that did not link core areas; not all were
removed by above step. Save grid as corr_sep2.
5. Slice into ten equal-area increments. 10 is best and 1 is worst. Save as ha_corridors.
6. Reclass to 1, No Data and convert to shapefile ha_corridors_poly.
7. Output did not include some forest patches because they had been removed in the forest
corridor steps. These should not have been omitted.
Method #2
1. After examining output from combined corridor model, decided not to remove core areas
(they were added back in after running the “Remove Cores from corridors” tool.
2. For forest corridors, use the “Remove Cores from corridors” tool to remove core forest and
areas that do not connect at least two core forest patches (they may connect different parts
of the same patch, or function as buffers, or, in some cases, act as dead ends). Output grid =
for_corr_sep.
3. Combine core forest and forest corridors from above step (output grid = for_core_corr) and
multiply by the movement potential grid (for_move_pot). Output grid = for_cc_mvpot.
4. There was some core forest not included in this, an artifact of the program. After examining
the spread of movement potential data within core forest, we gave that a value of the mean
(0.935366) minus one standard deviation (0.056694), or 0.878672. Mosaic for_cc_mvpot on top
of this. Output grid = for_cc_mvpot2.
5. For wetland corridors, use the “Remove Cores from corridors” tool to remove core wetlands
and areas that do not connect at least two core wetlands. Output grid = wet_corr_sep.
6. Combine core wetlands and wetland corridors from above step (output grid = wet_core_
corr) and multiply by the movement potential grid (wt_move_pot). Output grid = wet_cc_
mvpot.
7. There was some core wetland area not included in this, an artifact of the program. After
examining the spread of movement potential data within core wetlands, we gave that a
value of the mean (0.929924) minus one standard deviation (0.051099), or 0.878825. Mosaic
wet_cc_mvpot on top of this. Output grid = wet_cc_mvpot2.
8. There were very few aquatic corridors, and they all fell within core areas.
9. Add forest and wetland movement potential grids after converting NoData values to 0: add_
movpot = Con(IsNull(“for_cc_mvpot2”), 0, “for_cc_mvpot2”) + Con(IsNull(“wet_cc_mvpot2”),
0, “wet_cc_mvpot2”)
10. Convert values of 0 back to No Data: comb_movpot = Con(“add_mvpot” > 0,”add_
mvpot”)
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APPENDIX E: Landscape Ranking Factors
Table E-1. Factors used to rank unprotected land for natural resource conservation importance, and their relative weighting.
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Table E-2. Factors used to rank areas for siting new stormwater treatment BMPs, and their relative weighting.
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Table E-3. Factors used to rank preservation of natural features for coastal defense, and their relative weighting.
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APPENDIX F: Forest Assessment and Model Validation
Purpose
We wanted to know if the green infrastructure modeling was indeed useful for identifying high
quality natural resources in Harford County; specifically, if areas inside the green infrastructure
network were in better condition than areas outside the network. The Maryland Department of
Natural Resources has been surveying Harford County streams for two decades. We therefore
focused our attention on terrestrial resources; specifically, forest, which covers much more
area in the County than wetlands. We were interested in five questions:
Q1: What is the range of forest conditions in the County?
Q2: Is core forest, on average, in better overall condition than forest outside core areas?
Q3: What is the average cover percentage of invasive exotic species?
Q4: Do core areas, on average, have fewer invasive species than forest outside core areas?
Q5: Do any other factors (e.g., distance to edge, road or trail proximity, stand age, or soil
moisture) affect invasive species coverage?

Methodology
Plot design
We used a rapid forest assessment protocol and data sheet developed for various other projects
(e.g., Weber, 2011; Weber and Allen. 2010; Weber and Boss, 2009) and modified it slightly. We
assessed hydrology, disturbances, vegetation structure and composition, forest maturity, and
wildlife value within a 50 m radius circle around each random point (see Appendix F-1).
Plot locations
For access purposes, we performed our surveys in County parks. We first identified all County
parks containing both core forest and non-core forest. We then generated random points in
ArcGIS (using the Create Random Points tool), with the following constraints and stratification:
• Within each park, we picked 2 core forest patches and 2 non-core forest patches,
picking the largest two in each category. If there was only one core patch or one non-core
patch, then we selected one of each. The idea of picking the largest was to represent the
most overall area.
• Points were generated randomly, one point per patch, given the following additional
constraints.
• Plots had to be entirely within the park (center point therefore >50 m from park boundary).
• Plot center points had to be under tree canopy (using tree areas other than orchards from
2013 County polygons). The entire plot might not be forested, just part of it, but the center
point had to fall under tree canopy. Only the forest patch containing the center point was
to be assessed.
• Core forest plots had to fall entirely within core forest (center point therefore >50 m from
core edge).
• Non-core plots had to fall entirely outside core forest (center point therefore >50 m from
core forest).
• Plots had to be accessible by foot.
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Resulting plot locations
The following parks contained random core and non-core points:
Park Name
Benson Fields (Edgeley Grove)
Deer Creek Conservation Area Sandy Hook
Dublin Park
Eden Mill Nature Center & Park
Edgeley Grove Farm
Eleanor & Millard Tydings Park
Forest Greens
Harford Glen
Perryman Park
Saddleview Conservation Area
Scarboro Hills Disc Golf Course
Swan Harbor Farm
Willoughby Beach Park
Winters Run Conservation Area (Singer Road Park)
Anita C. Leight Estuary Center
Cedar Lane Park Regional Field Sports Complex
Churchville Recreation Complex
Forest Hill Recreation Complex
Havre De Grace Community Center
Schucks Road Regional Sports Complex
Winters Run Greenway Philadelphia Road
Winters Run Greenway Winters Run Manor

# of Points
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

From this, we picked Deer Creek Conservation Area and Swan Harbor Farm, because we
were also monitoring these for wildlife. From the others, parks with 4 points were preferable to
2 points only, passive recreation sites were preferable to active recreation sites, geographic
diversity was important, and accessibility was a key factor. Not all random points were readily
accessible.
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Results
We examined 24 random plots (12 core, 12 non-core) in 9 different County parks:
Point
ID
3
6
11
28
9
26
8
22
1
2
4
5
20
32
15
16
33
12
23
24
17
18
29
30

Park Name
Anita C. Leight Estuary
Center
Anita C. Leight Estuary
Center
Deer Creek Conservation
Area Sandy Hook
Deer Creek Conservation
Area Sandy Hook
Dublin Park
Dublin Park
Eden Mill Nature Center
& Park
Eden Mill Nature Center
& Park
Edgeley Grove Farm
Edgeley Grove Farm
Edgeley Grove Farm
Edgeley Grove Farm
Eleanor & Millard Tydings
Park
Eleanor & Millard Tydings
Park
Perryman Park
Perryman Park
Perryman Park
Scarboro Hills Disc Golf
Course
Scarboro Hills Disc Golf
Course
Scarboro Hills Disc Golf
Course
Swan Harbor Farm
Swan Harbor Farm
Swan Harbor Farm
Swan Harbor Farm

Distance Invasive
Moisture
Total
Successional
Core to Edge Plant %
(wet/mesic
Score
Stage
(m)
of Area
/dry)
no

30

40

262

wet/mesic

mid

yes

90

0

380

dry

late

no

30

75

172

mesic

early

yes

60

60

207

mesic

early

no
yes

15
85

90
50

153
332

wet
wet

early
mid

no

75

45

112

dry

early

yes

80

30

284

mesic

late

no
no
yes
yes

25
20
110
50

55
75
5
80

180
137
244
305

wet
mesic
mesic
mesic/wet

early
early
early
late

no

15

90

202

wet

early

yes

70

15

179

mesic

early

no
no
yes

20
25
75

75
75
25

177
240
346

mesic
mesic
mesic

early
mid
mid

no

20

75

242

wet

early

yes

80

0

430

dry

late

yes

70

5

276

mesic

mid

no
no
yes
yes

35
20
80
290

80
75
40
0

242
190
325
445

mesic/wet
mesic/wet
mesic
mesic

early
mid
mid
late

Examining the table, only 3 of 24 plots had no invasive exotic plants. All three were in latesuccessional core forest, and were at least 80 m from the nearest edge. Two were dry forest
communities and one was mesic.
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Two more plots had only small numbers of invasive plants (5% or less). Both were in core forest,
both were mesic. One was early successional and one was mid-successional. All plots with
<40% invasives were in core forest. Only 3 of 12 plots in core forest had >40% invasives.
We then analyzed the data in R (version 3.2.1). Total scores were normally distributed, but
invasive species coverage and distance to nearest edge were not:
> shapiro.test(point_summary_data$`% invasives`)
		
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: point_summary_data$`% invasives`
W = 0.88858, p-value = 0.01242
		
Non-normal
> shapiro.test(point_summary_data$`Total score`)
		
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: point_summary_data$`Total score`
W = 0.95544, p-value = 0.3538
		
Can assume normal
> shapiro.test(point_summary_data$`distedge_m`)
		
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: point_summary_data$distedge_m
W = 0.67142, p-value = 4.317e-06
		
Non-normal
The percent area covered by invasive plants was significantly higher in non-core forest than
core forest:
> mean(subset(point_summary_data$`% invasives`, point_summary_data$core == 1))
[1] 25.83333
> mean(subset(point_summary_data$`% invasives`, point_summary_data$core == 0))
[1] 70.83333
> wilcox.test(point_summary_data$`% invasives` ~ point_summary_data$core,
alternative = c(“greater”))
		
Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction
data: point_summary_data$`% invasives` by point_summary_data$core
W = 129, p-value = 0.0004957
		
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is greater than 0
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Total score was significantly higher in core forest than non-core forest:
> t.test(point_summary_data$`Total score` ~ point_summary_data$core, alternative =
c(“less”))
		
Welch Two Sample t-test
data: point_summary_data$`Total score` by point_summary_data$core
t = -4.4289, df = 17.502, p-value = 0.0001724
		
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is less than 0
95 percent confidence interval:
		
-Inf -73.14614
sample estimates:
mean in group 0 mean in group 1
		
192.4167
312.7500
Plots closer to the forest edge had significantly more invasive species than plots further from
the edge. However, plots further from the edge were also significantly more likely to be in core
forest; not surprising, since by definition core forest had more interior area than non-core forest.
> cor.test(point_summary_data$distedge_m, point_summary_data$`% invasives`,
method = “spearman”)
		
Spearman’s rank correlation rho
data: point_summary_data$distedge_m and point_summary_data$`% invasives`
S = 4196.6, p-value = 7.219e-07
		
alternative hypothesis: true rho is not equal to 0
sample estimates:
rho
-0.8246039
> wilcox.test(point_summary_data$`distedge_m` ~ point_summary_data$core,
alternative = c(“less”))
		
Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction
data: point_summary_data$distedge_m by point_summary_data$core
W = 4.5, p-value = 5.131e-05
		
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is less than 0
> mean(subset(point_summary_data$’distedge_m’, point_summary_data$core == 0))
[1] 27.5
> mean(subset(point_summary_data$’distedge_m’, point_summary_data$core == 1))
[1] 95
Plots >50 m from the edge had significantly fewer invasive plants than plots ≤50 m from the
edge:
> wilcox.test(point_summary_data_w_numerics$`% invasives` ~ point_summary_data_w_
numerics$distgt50m, alternative = c(“greater”))
		
Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction
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data: point_summary_data_w_numerics$`% invasives` by point_summary_data_w_
numerics$distgt50m
W = 139.5, p-value = 4.713e-05
		
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is greater than 0
> mean(subset(point_summary_data_w_numerics$`% invasives`, point_summary_
data_w_numerics$distgt50m == 1))
[1] 22.91667
> mean(subset(point_summary_data_w_numerics$`% invasives`, point_summary_
data_w_numerics$distgt50m == 0))
[1] 73.75
Moister sites appeared to have more invasive plants:
> kruskal.test(point_summary_data_w_numerics$`% invasives`, point_summary_
data_w_numerics$moist_num)
		

Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test

data: point_summary_data_w_numerics$`% invasives` and point_summary_data_w_
numerics$moist_num
Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 9.4684, df = 3, p-value = 0.02367
Means: dry = 15, mesic = 40, mesic/wet = 69, wet = 72
There was a relationship between invasive plants and successional stage, but it was not
strong (p = 0.06):
> kruskal.test(point_summary_data_w_numerics$`% invasives`, point_summary_
data_w_numerics$succ_num)
		

Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test

data: point_summary_data_w_numerics$`% invasives` and point_summary_data_w_
numerics$succ_num
Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 5.5878, df = 2, p-value = 0.06118
Means: early = 62, mid = 44, late = 22
Just comparing late successional to mid and early, the difference was significant (p<0.05).
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Discussion
Invasive exotic plants were a problem at all County parks, dominating the ground and shrub
cover in half the plots. However, core forest had, on average, significantly fewer invasive plants
than non-core forest. All plots with <40% invasives were in core forest. Only 3 of 12 plots in core
forest had >40% invasives. Core forest also had higher total scores than non-core forest.
Invasive plants were more common near forest edges than when >50 m from the edge. Wetter
soils tended to have more invasives than dryer soils, and younger forest tended to have more
invasives than older forest. A few of the plots (12.5%) had no invasive plants. All of these were
in late-successional core forest, and were at least 80 meters from the nearest edge. Two were
dry forest communities and one was mesic.
Many of the sites had little native groundcover (especially herbaceous plants). In the case of
mesic sites, this might have been from deer overbrowsing, and we did spot a lot of deer or
signs of deer (browsed plants, hoof prints, or droppings). Some sites dominated by invasives
had few native plants, but some had many. At sites with too many deer, population control,
coupled with fencing and restoration, might benefit forest understory composition.
Future steps could include additional sampling, perhaps including random sites outside County
parks. With more data, more sophisticated analyses could be performed (e.g. multivariate
analyses).
Alternatively, remediation strategies could be compared in a pilot study. For example, native
plant recovery in plots grazed by goats could be compared to plots where conventional
weeding with glyphosate application was used. Financial costs could also be compared, and
the level of volunteer engagement.
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Appendix F-1: Forest Rapid Field Assessment Data Form
FOREST RAPID FIELD ASSESSMENT
(VERSION 2018-05)

Site name _______________________________________________ Sample point ID ________
Latitude ____________________ Longitude ___________________ Date _________________
Investigators ______________________________________ Photos taken (yes/no) 1-N; 2-E; 3-S; 4-W
Forest patch size __________ ac

Distance to forest edge __________ m

Known site history:
Current site management:
Predominant community type:
Within the community being sampled, describe any other embedded smaller communities
(e.g., clearings, younger or older tree stands, etc.) and their approximate size:

Forest obligate species (e.g., forest interior birds) observed (seen or heard):

Rare species (plant or animal) or unique communities observed?

Is the community subject to repeated natural disturbances or stresses (yes/no)?
(Examples are communities on river scours, beaches, ridge tops, rocky soil, etc.)

If natural disturbances or stresses are present, describe:

Signs of past history and other notes:
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APPENDIX G: Wildlife and Habitat Survey Information

Wildlife Habitat Assessments For Harford County Government
Green Infrastructure Plan
Wildlife habitat assessments were conducted at four sites throughout the County. Special
attention was paid to the presence of amphibians, which are more sensitive to poor-quality
habitat. Seasonal wetlands (vernal pools) were sought out during the spring surveys to capture
the brief breeding season of frogs, toads, and salamanders. Observations included listening
for calls, lifting debris, searching for egg masses, and visual encounters around wetlands.
Water samples were taken at one isolated wetland per site to record the dissolved oxygen,
nitrogen, and pH. Other wildlife species recorded during surveys included mammals (including
tracks and scat), birds, reptiles, and a subset of insects. Fish, mollusks, and crustaceans were
not specifically targeted due to existing extensive stream surveys previously performed by the
State. High resolution trail cameras with nighttime infrared illumination were placed at each
site for a period of at least two weeks to record the diversity and density of species that might
be nocturnal, wary of humans, or otherwise not encountered during the on-site visits. Camera
locations were selected based on animal signs, trails, or significant natural features of the site
such as habitat transition zones.

Mariner Point Park in Joppa, MD
Overview: Members of the Susquehannock Wildlife Society (SWS), including a master naturalist,
professor of biology, and field researchers surveyed the county property within a GI hub/
corridor to determine both wildlife habitat and document any wildlife present during multiple
visits during both spring and summer seasons in 2018.
Methods: Strategic placement of digital trail cameras, visual surveys, review of recent historic
data for adjoining and nearby sites.
Habitat Types with Species: The property exhibits a unique variety of habitat zones that support
the needs of many wildlife species despite being an actively used recreation space and being
mostly isolated from other land areas by development.
Forest: The forest appears to be fairly sparse in many areas of the park with some of the buffer
along the shoreline having somewhat more diversity. Some areas with previously planted
reforestation trees appears to be doing well. Invasive plant presence is noticeable in areas
along the shoreline and understory where mowed grass isn’t present.
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Along the forest floor there aren’t many logs or rocks to provide cover for amphibians such
as toads and salamanders habitat for hiding. Some of the interior areas have well established
older trees but due to mowing practices, no replacement trees are growing in the understory.
The forest, especially along the Gunpowder river does support edge habitat for eastern box
turtles, hawks, a variety of song birds, woodpeckers, red fox, white-tailed deer, gray squirrel,
opossum, striped skunk, raccoon, and other species that are tolerant of human activities.
Open Space & Sediment Pond: While no significant wetlands were discovered within the land
areas, a sediment point that receives dredge materials may hold water and provide habitat
from time to time. During surveys the pond was mostly dry. Pond was subject to invasive plants
due to characteristics and habitat where little else can grow. Many areas of park are grass
and paved walkways. These areas may allow wildlife to move from one area to another but
only for species that are tolerant of human activity and not threatened by moving in open
areas.
Tidal Marsh and River: The surrounding edge of the property borders the Gunpowder River as
it transitions to the Chesapeake Bay, a freshwater tidal area. The main connecting corridor
of this site is the waterfront where species that can swim may move to and from this park to
other protected areas such as the nearby state park. This area provides adequate habitat for
species that are accepting of open water. Some of the species using this area may include
wood ducks, beaver, muskrat, river otter, mink, great blue heron, eastern painted turtles,
northern red-bellied turtles, eastern snapping turtles, green frogs, bullfrogs, southern leopard
frogs, Cope’s gray tree frogs, spring peepers, northern water snakes, several species of fish,
mollusks, crustaceans, and many insects.
Trail Camera Survey Species Confirmation (On site):
Red fox

Raccoon

White-tailed deer

Observed Survey Species Confirmation (On site):
American bullfrog

Cedar waxwings

Great blue heron

American goldfinch

Common grackle

Green frog

American robin
Black racer
Blue gray
gnatcatcher
Blue jay
Blue jay (nesting
material)
Canada goose
Carolina chickadee

Cooper’s hawk
Cope’s gray tree frog
Double-crested
cormorant
Eastern cottontail

House sparrow
Mallard

Carolina wren

Gray catbird

Caspian tern

Gray squirrel
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Mourning dove
Muskrat

Eastern garter snake

Muskrat lodges

Eastern painted turtle
Eastern rat snake

Myrtle warbler
Northern cardinal
Northern Roughwinged swallow
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Osprey

Red-bellied cooter
Red-bellied
woodpecker
Red-eared slider
Red-shouldered hawk
Red-winged
blackbird
Ringbilled gull
Roby-crowned
kinglet
Tree swallow
Tufted titmouse
Turkey vulture
White-throated
sparrow

Species Confirmation (Additional & previous records by SWS at Swan Harbor and nearby sites):
Additional species have been discovered at Mariner Point Park and nearby sites by SWS that
add to diversity of this site as a high quality wildlife hub. More comprehensive biodiversity
records have been done, predating this survey effort, and potentially include rare, threatened
and endangered species that are not captured in this public report due to the sensitivity of
these populations but will be utilized for discussions, habitat enhancements, or restoration as
well as to form connectivity between hubs and corridors.
Basic Plant Overview: The forest contains mixed hardwoods with most age classes being on the
older side. Deer grazing is prevalent in many locations at this site and continued or enhanced
management of deer is recommended to maintain a healthy understory and a healthy deer
population. There are high invasive understory diversity in areas, especially along river and
forest edge such as multiflora rose, Japanese stiltgrass, English ivy and Japanese honeysuckle.
Tidal wetland areas and sediment pond include cattails and invasive phragmites.
Wetland Water Quality Test:
Location: This site did not have any standing water wetlands that could be tested for the
survey.
Recommendation: Due to the location as part of the ecologically valuable Gunpowder River
ecosystem, the Susquehannock Wildlife Society strongly recommends that any connected
properties and corridors be protected and enhanced so that it may continue to provide a
much needed refuge for species moving along the Gunpowder corridor. We noticed a fair
amount of human traffic at the site that while not possible to restrict, some actions may be
able to prevent with signage and enforcement. The feeding of wildlife, which is common at
this park, and availability of food via the outdoor trash cans pose a threat to the health and
survival of wildlife. We recommend more active enforcement of wildlife feeding policies and
wildlife proof trash cans. We recommend that some of the green grass mowing areas be
converted into a native wildflower meadow to create more habitat diversity and prevent
additional sediment or runoff into the Gunpowder. Additional trees should be planted in
different areas to provide an understory and create some diversity of species. Increased use,
a substantial increase in traffic or other destructive change of this property would be a major
loss for local conservation. We recommend that invasive species be kept in check and if deer
herds are being managed then it should continue.
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Parker Conservation Area in White Hall, MD
Overview: Members of the Susquehannock Wildlife Society including a master naturalist,
professor of biology, and field researchers surveyed the county property within hub/corridor
network to determine both wildlife habitat and document any wildlife present during multiple
visits during both spring and summer seasons in 2018.
Methods: Strategic placement of digital trail cameras, visual surveys, review of recent historic
data for adjoining and nearby sites.
Habitat Types with Species: The property exhibits a unique variety of habitat zones that support
the needs of many wildlife species despite being a somewhat narrow corridor following Deer
Creek.
Forest: Forest is the main feature of this area with half being in the floodplain of Deer Creek
and the other half being steep hillside slope scattered with rock outcrops. The forest appears
to be healthy overall with some diversity of tree species in different age classes. Invasive plant
presence is noticeable in areas along the floodplain but has not yet overtaken. Along the
forest floor many logs and rocks were found that provide cover for amphibians such as toads
and salamanders as well as snakes and insect species. A prominent feature of this landscape
is the large rock outcrops which may also provide dens for snakes and mammals. The forest
provides an adequate expanse that will support eastern box turtles, several native owl species,
a variety of song birds, woodpeckers, red fox, white-tailed deer, gray squirrel, chipmunks,
opossum, striped skunk, raccoon, and other species.
Creek, Spring Seeps and vernal pools: Deer Creek certainly has some sedimentation but
appears to be relatively clean and fairly well buffered throughout Parker Conservation Area.
The creek provides water for woodland birds and mammals, including mink and otters as well
as habitat for a variety of fish. There are several spring seeps and small tributaries that provide
additional habitat, a water source, and saturated soil that can support additional plant and
animal species. This site provides opportunity for spring amphibian breeding and egg laying
for red salamanders and other spring-head focused species. There are several spring-head
areas clustered in one area of the park that serve as vernal pools that we confirmed wood
frogs, spring peepers, and eastern red-spotted newts using to breed and go through their
metamorphosis.
Trail Camera Survey Species Confirmation (On site):
Gray squirrel
Great blue heron
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Raccoon
Red fox

White-tailed deer

Observed Survey Species Confirmation (On site):
American toad
Bald eagle
Beaver (track)
Black-tip hogsucker
Bumble bee
Crayfish
Dobsonfly
Dragonhunter
dragonfly
Eastern red-spotted
newt
Eastern phoebe

Eastern chipmunk
Katydid
Eastern snapping turtle Louisiana waterthrush
Green frog
Millipede
Fishing spider
Northern water snake
Freshwater mollusk
Pickerel frog
Gray squirrel
Raven
Gray tree frog
Red-eyed vireo
Ebony jewelwing
Red-legged
dragonfly
grasshopper
Hummingbird
Rough-wing swallow
clearwing moth
Huntsman spider
Ruby crowned kinglet

Wood frog
Spring peeper
Stonefly larva
Tiger swallowtail
Turkey vulture
Water strider
White-tail deer
Six spotted tiger
beetle
Wood frog (eggs &
tadpoles)

Species Confirmation (Additional & previous records by SWS at Swan Harbor and nearby sites):
Additional species have been discovered at Parker Conservation Area and nearby sites by SWS
that add to diversity of this site as a high quality wildlife hub. More comprehensive biodiversity
records have been done, predating this survey effort, and potentially include rare, threatened
and endangered species that are not captured in this public report due to the sensitivity of
these populations but will be utilized for discussions, habitat enhancements, or restoration as
well as to form connectivity between hubs and corridors.
Basic Plant Overview: Fairly diverse forest in floodplain with mixed hardwoods that includes an
understory of mountain laurel, witch hazel, and several fern species as well as younger age
classes of oak and other canopy species. Deer grazing is less prevalent at this site than others.
Spring-fed wetland areas have skunk cabbage and arrow arum. Invasive plants are present,
especially along creek and forest edge such as barberry, mile-a-minute, multiflora rose, and
Japanese stiltgrass but still at a manageable level.
Wetland Water Quality Test: Location: Woodland vernal pool
Results: Dissolved oxygen - 1.2 mg/L, pH - 6.2, nitrates 0.0 mg/L
Our finding was that the dissolved oxygen was low but that is common given the time of the
year sampled and vernal pools fluctuate depending on rainfall. The pH is a little low but still
close to the optimal range of between 6.5 and 9. Nitrates above 3 would indicate pollution or
fertilizer contamination but with the level not registering above zero in our tests we believe this
pool is healthy and functioning as it should for wildlife.
Recommendation: Due to the location as part of the ecologically valuable Deer Creek valley,
habitat and species diversity, a manageable number of invasive species, core forest, and high
agricultural use in surrounding areas, the Susquehannock Wildlife Society strongly recommends
that any connected properties and corridors be protected and enhanced so that it may
continue to provide a much needed refuge for species moving along the Deer Creek corridor.
We noticed a fair amount of human traffic on our trail cameras that included some swimming
and fishing but most concerning was a fire ring and some graffiti in a location so remote. We
recommend more active enforcement of park hours and uses limited to hiking which is likely to
be minimal due to lack of parking which helps maintain some of the more wild characteristics
of the property. Increased use, a substantial increase in traffic or other destructive change
of this property would be a major loss for local conservation. We recommend that invasive
species be kept in check and if deer herds are being managed then it should continue.
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Swan Harbor Farm in Havre de Grace, MD
Overview: Members of the Susquehannock Wildlife Society including a master naturalist,
professor of biology, and field researchers surveyed the county property within hub/corridor
network to determine both wildlife habitat and document any wildlife present during multiple
visits during both spring and summer seasons in 2018.
Methods: Strategic placement of digital trail cameras, visual surveys, recent historic data for
adjoining and nearby sites.
Habitat Types with Species: The property exhibits a unique variety of habitat zones that support
the needs of many wildlife species despite being highly altered and utilized for human activities
and agriculture.
Forest: The forest appears to be healthy overall with some diversity of tree species in different
age classes. Invasive plant presence is high in some locations on the property, especially
along the stream buffer and forest edges. Along the forest floor many logs were found that
provide cover for amphibians such as toads and salamanders as well as insect species. The
forest provides an adequate expanse that will support eastern box turtles, several native owl
species, a variety of song birds, woodpeckers, red fox, white-tailed deer, gray squirrel, opossum,
striped skunk, raccoon, and other species. Transitional zone between stream valley of forest
and agricultural area includes steep hillside with potential for mammal dens.
Creek, Spring Seeps and vernal pools: Gashey’s Creek certainly has some sedimentation but
appears to be relatively clean and fairly well buffered throughout Swan Harbor. The creek
provides water for woodland birds and mammals as well as habitat for salamanders and variety
of fish. There are several spring seeps that may provide additional habitat, a water source,
and saturated soil that can support additional plant and animal species. This site provides
opportunity for spring amphibian breeding and egg laying for red salamanders and other
spring-head focused species. There are several vernal pools scattered throughout the forest
areas that allow for species of amphibians, especially spotted salamanders, spring peepers,
and wood frogs to breed and go through their metamorphosis.
Tidal Marsh: The eastern portion of the property borders the Susquehanna River as it transitions
to the Chesapeake Bay, a freshwater tidal area. This area provides adequate habitat including
some sheltered coves. Some of the species using this area include wood ducks, beaver,
muskrat, river otter, mink, great blue heron, eastern painted turtles, northern red-bellied turtles,
eastern snapping turtles, green frogs, bullfrogs, southern leopard frogs, Cope’s gray tree frogs,
spring peepers, northern water snakes, several species of fish, mollusks, crustaceans, and many
insects.
Agricultural Field: The agricultural field itself does not provide much wildlife habitat although
it allows an important stop for birds, but if left to grow native grasses and vegetation, even
in selected areas or as a buffer, it would provide ideal habitat and food for species like the
white-tailed deer, eastern coyote, striped skunk, red fox, groundhog, northern black racer,
eastern garter snake, rodent species, as well as hawks, eagles, owls, and falcons that might
just otherwise pass through. Open areas are important as transitional zones between forest
and meadow wildlife habitat that will be used for feeding, hunting, and hiding. The eastern
box turtle in particular uses these areas for egg laying due to the direct sunshine that aids in
incubation.
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Trail Camera Survey Species Confirmation (On site):
Eastern coyote
Gray squirrel

Great blue heron
Opossum

Raccoon
Red fox

White-tailed deer

Observed Survey Species Confirmation (On site):
American crow
American toad

Eastern box turtle
Monarch
Eastern garter snake
Mosquito larvae
Ebony jewelwing
Bald eagle
Myrtle warbler
dragonfly
Banded killifish
Evergreen bagworm Northern cricket frog
Belted kingfisher
Fowler toad
Painted turtle
Black racer
Goldfinch
Palm warbler
Blue gray gnatcatcher
Gray squirrel
Pickerel frog
Bluebird
Great blue heron
Raccoon (tracks)
Bluegill
Green frog
Red fox (tracks)
Canada goose
Green sunfish
Red-shouldered hawk
Cope’s gray tree frog

Huntsman spider

Red-tailed hawk

Creek chub

Japanese beetle

Red-winged
blackbird

Rusty blackbird
Spider mite
Spring peepers
Sulfur butterfly
Swamp sparrow
Tree swallow
Turkey vulture
Water strider
White-tailed deer
Wood duck
Wood frog (egg
mass)

Species Confirmation (Additional & previous records by SWS at Swan Harbor and nearby sites):
Additional species have been discovered at Swan Harbor Farm and nearby sites by SWS that
add to diversity of this site as a high quality wildlife hub. More comprehensive biodiversity
records have been done, predating this survey effort, and potentially include rare, threatened
and endangered species that are not captured in this public report due to the sensitivity of
these populations but will be utilized for discussions, habitat enhancements, or restoration as
well as to form connectivity between hubs and corridors.
Basic Plant Overview: Fairly diverse understory in uplands with mixed hardwoods that includes
an understory with pawpaw trees and a variety of wildflowers and groundcover including
mayapple, trout lily, fern species, and skunk cabbage. Deer grazing is prevalent in many
locations at this site and continued or enhanced management of deer is recommended to
maintain a healthy understory and a healthy deer population. High invasive understory diversity
in areas, especially along creek and forest edge such as barberry, multiflora rose, Japanese
stiltgrass, and blackberry. Open wetland areas include cattails and grasses but also invasive
purple loosestrife. Edge of agricultural area has patches of Indian hemp and milkweed that
can support some insect diversity.
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Wetland Water Quality Test:
Location: Cattail wetland in agricultural field
Results: Dissolved oxygen - 7.4 mg/L, pH - 6.4, nitrates - 0
Our finding was that the dissolved oxygen was well above the range of concern. Organisms
become stressed or sick in areas with low oxygen levels but this was not the case here. The pH
is a little low but still close to the optimal range of between 6.5 and 9. Nitrates above 3 would
indicate pollution or fertilizer contamination but with the level not registering above zero in our
tests we believe this pool is healthy and functioning as it should for wildlife.
Recommendation: Due to the location along a geographical transition zone, habitat
and species diversity, a manageable number of invasive species, core forest, and highly
developed surrounding areas, the Susquehannock Wildlife Society strongly recommends that
any connected properties and corridors to the north be protected and enhanced so that it
may continue to provide a much needed refuge for species in the coastal plain of Harford
County. Increased use, a substantial increase in traffic or other destructive change of this
property would be a major loss for local conservation in a highly fragmented region of the
county. We recommend that invasive species be kept in check and deer herds be managed
more effectively to maintain a healthy forest. Native trees, grasses, and wildflowers should be
planted in at least a portion of the agricultural space or transition area between forest and
agricultural fields.

Bynum Run Conservation Area in Abingdon, MD
Overview: Members of the Susquehannock Wildlife Society including a master naturalist,
professor of biology, and field researchers surveyed the county property within hub/corridor
network to determine both wildlife habitat and document any wildlife present during multiple
visits during both spring and summer seasons in 2018.
Methods: Strategic placement of digital trail cameras, visual surveys, review of recent historic
data for adjoining and nearby sites.
Habitat Types with Species: The property exhibits a unique variety of habitat zones that support
the needs of many wildlife species despite being a somewhat narrow corridor following Bynum
Run.
Forest: Forest is the main feature of this area with half being in the floodplain of Bynum Run and
the other half being steep hillside slope scattered with rock outcrops. The forest appears to be
healthy in sections with some diversity of tree species in different age classes but many stretches
are dominated by beech trees and much is grazed heavily by deer. Invasive plant presence is
noticeable in areas along the floodplain but has not yet overtaken. Along the forest floor many
logs and rocks were found that provide cover for amphibians such as toads and salamanders
as well as snakes and insect species. The forest provides an adequate expanse that acts as
a corridor between other protected areas such as Bush Declaration Natural Resource Area
to the south that will support eastern box turtles, several native owl species, a variety of song
birds, woodpeckers, red fox, white-tailed deer, gray squirrel, chipmunks, opossum, striped
skunk, raccoon, and other species.
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Creek, Spring Seeps and vernal pools: Bynum Run certainly has some sedimentation but
appears to be relatively clean and fairly well buffered throughout Bynum Run Conservation
Area. The creek provides water for woodland birds and mammals, including mink and otters
as well as habitat for a variety of fish. There are several spring seeps and small tributaries that
provide additional habitat, a water source, and saturated soil that can support additional
plant and animal species. This site provides opportunity for spring amphibian breeding and
egg laying for red salamanders and other spring-head focused species. There are several
spring-head areas and a few vernal pools that we confirmed wood frogs, spring peepers, and
spotted salamanders using to breed and go through their metamorphosis.
Trail Camera Survey Species Confirmation (On site):
Eastern coyote
Gray squirrel

Great blue heron
Opossum

Raccoon
Red fox

River otter
White-tailed deer

Observed Survey Species Confirmation (On site):
American crow

Cooper’s hawk

Nothern flicker

American robin
American toad
(egg)
Barred owl
Blue gray
gnatcatcher
Blue jay

Cope’s gray tree frog

Nothern hogsucker

Spotted salamander
(eggs)
Summer tanager

Downy woodpecker

Pickerel frog

Swamp sparrow

Eastern phoebe

Pickerel frog (egg)

Turkey vulture

Eastern towhee

Raccoon (tracks)

Two-lined salamander

Gray catbird

Red tail

Cardinal

Green frog

Redback salamander

Mallard
Myrtle warbler

Red-bellied
woodpecker
Red-tailed hawk
Red-winged blackbird

Water strider
White-breasted
nuthatch
White-tailed deer
(tracks)
Wood duck
Wood frog (larva)

Nothern cardinal

Ruby-crowned kinglet

Wood thrush

Carolina
Chickadee
Caroline wren
Common grackle
Common yellowthroat

Louisiana waterthrush

Species Confirmation (Additional & previous records by SWS at Swan Harbor and nearby sites):
Additional species have been discovered at Bynum Run Conservation Area and nearby sites
by SWS that add to diversity of this site as a high quality wildlife hub. More comprehensive
biodiversity records have been done, predating this survey effort, and potentially include rare,
threatened and endangered species that are not captured in this public report due to the
sensitivity of these populations but will be utilized for discussions, habitat enhancements, or
restoration as well as to form connectivity between hubs and corridors.
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Basic Plant Overview: Much of the forest is dominated by beech trees away from the creek
with little understory other than some groves of pawpaw trees. Due to deer grazing there
are a fair number of invasive plants present, especially along creek and forest edge such as
mile-a-minute, multiflora rose, and Japanese stiltgrass. Spring-fed wetland areas have skunk
cabbage and jack-in-the-pulpit.
Wetland Water Quality Test:
Location: Woodland vernal pool
Results: Dissolved oxygen - 1.2 mg/L, pH - 6.2, nitrates – 0
Our finding was that the dissolved oxygen was low but that is common given the time of the
year sampled and vernal pools fluctuate depending on rainfall. The pH is a little low but still
close to the optimal range of between 6.5 and 9. Nitrates above 3 would indicate pollution or
fertilizer contamination but with the level not registering above zero in our tests we believe this
pool is healthy and functioning as it should for wildlife.
Recommendation: Due to the location as part of the ecologically valuable Bynum Run valley,
habitat and species diversity, a manageable number of invasive species, connectivity to other
preserved areas, and highly developed areas surrounding this corridor, the Susquehannock
Wildlife Society strongly recommends that any connected properties and corridors be
protected and enhanced so that it may continue to provide a much needed refuge for species
moving along the Bynum Run corridor. We noticed a fair amount of human traffic on our trail
cameras that included some metal detecting and fishing but most concerning was vehicle
traffic from trucks, Jeeps, ATVs, and tractors, likely by those in the surrounding communities.
We recommend more active enforcement of park hours and uses limited to hiking. Increased
use, a substantial increase in traffic or other destructive change of this property would be a
major loss for local conservation. We recommend that invasive species be kept in check and
if deer herds are being managed then it should continue. Native trees and plants should be
introduced where possible.
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APPENDIX H: Public Response
Open House Community Meetings
February 8, 2018

On February 8, on the Harford Community College campus, Harford County and other members
of its Green Infrastructure project team conducted an open house meeting to initiate the
broader outreach regarding green infrastructure planning in the community. Display boards
illustrated several resource maps for the County and solicited feedback on priorities for green
infrastructure goals and strategies.

Figure A-1: Display Board of Goals for Group Dot Ranking Exercise.

A fact sheet handout provided the green infrastructure information through a frequently
asked question and answer format. Over 60 participants attended to hear the presentation
about the GI Plan’s scope and timeline, mapping approaches for the four resilient strategies,
and results from the Gunpowder Watershed GI pilot Project. The open house presentation also
emphasized the importance of public participation to help guide the planning process and
ensure its accurate representation of values and goals for the County and its HarfordNEXT
implementation.
The community open house engaged participants through a series of group and individual
exercises. Participants were asked to share their perspectives on the GI Plan’s goals and
importance of different implementations strategies. Input was also gathered regarding
potential County park sites for GI demonstration projects.
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The first activity requested participants to rank their priority for Green Infrastructure goals.
This task involved numbering a list of goals compiled from HarfordNEXT. Ranking cards were
distributed to each participant with a list of goals and space for an additional goal as “other”
if a missing goal was needed for consideration. Using “1” as the highest priority, participants
ranked their choices (1 through 7 unless “other” was used, adding an 8th choice). The list
of goals included Natural Resource Protection, Critical Infrastructure Protection, Preserve
Water Resources, Wildlife Corridors/Habitat, Protect/Improve Air Quality, Green Stormwater
Management, Healthy Lifestyles/Recreation and Other. The most important “1” ranking was
tabulated to reveal the most important goals, as shown in Figure A-2 below. Two other goals
- “Urban Planning” and “Heritage” - were also added by citizen feedback. Natural Resource
Protection far outweighed all other listed goals.

Figure A-2: Prioritized Goals Identified by Participants at February 8th Community Open House.

The second activity for participants requested their ranking of strategies for implementation
of a green infrastructure program by prioritizing a list of potential actions to be taken by the
County and others. The list of strategies included Acquire key natural areas, acquire strategic
connecting corridors, Plant riparian buffers, Enhance tree canopy, Add multi-benefit green
stormwater projects, Reduce impervious surfaces, Connect greenway trails, Expand coastal
protection projects, and a space to add “Other implementation strategy”. Once again, the
ranking value applies “1” as the highest priority. As illustrated in Figure A-3 below, acquiring
key natural areas was by far the highest priority identified by meeting participants.
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Figure A-3: Prioritized Strategies Identified by Participants at February 8th Community Open House.

The final activity conducted during the community open house provided a format for
participants to indicate a demonstration project type and a suggested County park property
where the GI strategies could be implemented. As background, the workshop leaders shared
that the County’s Land Preservation, Parks, and Recreation Plan (LPPRP) was being updated
and the 2018 draft plan was currently under review. Several of the existing (2013) LPPRP policy
recommendations directly related to green infrastructure including:
PR-1 Acquire additional recreation land, including waterfront properties, to help meet
the needs of current and future residents.
PR-2 Develop integrated greenway/trail systems with both public and private segments.
PR-7 Incorporate sustainable development and conservation practices in all Parks and
Recreation parks and facilities.
Instructions for Task #3: “Consider your personal knowledge of County parks and where you
think a GI demonstration project could be beneficial.”
Four specific project types were listed (Plant riparian buffers, Enhance existing tree canopy,
Add Multi-Benefit Green Stormwater Projects, and Reduce impervious Surfaces) as well as a
line for “Other” implementation strategy. Participants who were familiar with specific County
parks provided their suggestions based on their local knowledge of the sites and the project
types.
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Figure A-4: Community Suggestions for Demonstration Project Types in County Parks.

Enhancing tree canopies and adding multi-benefit green stormwater projects showed a
stronger preference as demonstration projects for consideration in County parks compared
to planting riparian buffers and reducing impervious surfaces.
In addition to the three organized tasks, participants were encouraged to fill out comment
cards to share their thoughts and ideas about Harford County’s green infrastructure plan. Over
30 comment cards were received containing suggestions and considerations. The submitted
comments contained expressed support of green infrastructure with numerous suggestions
and ideas on ways to help implement strategies and promote coordination and partnerships.
A frequently expressed concept encouraged extending greenways along the Gunpowder,
Little Gunpowder and connecting green spaces/greenways to neighborhoods and public
transit (Harford Link). Connections for walking, biking and insect pollinators were included
with the need for extended greenways and wildlife corridors. Some suggestions for potential
project demonstration sites included Harford Community College, Harford County schools,
and the Ma & Pa trail corridor. A few individuals expressed concern about green infrastructure
being implemented without allocated funding or additional regulations. Some comments
encouraged greater communication during the planning process to facilitate coordination.
Overall, the comments were positive and indicated a desire to see green infrastructure
implemented in a variety of ways including beyond the public realm. Actual comments are
listed below.

September 27, 2018

On September 27, 2018, the draft plan’s findings and recommendations were presented in a
second community open house to share the planning process and its preliminary results and
to reengage public feedback on aspects of the County’s green infrastructure network.
The second open house displayed maps of the identified green infrastructure network, best
locations for specific beneficial stormwater practices and high priority lands for conservation
to enhance the green infrastructure network. At least 33 participants viewed the presentation
about the mapping and wildlife validation surveys and the summary of public feedback from
the February green infrastructure community meeting.
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Harford County and consulting members of its Green Infrastructure project team conducted
this second meeting to present highlights from the planning results. The County was able to
share its current efforts to provide a public on-line green infrastructure mapping website where
individuals could explore their properties and other lands in the county relative to their core
habitat values, corridor and hub identification and stormwater best management practice
feasibility. The online mapping service was estimated to be ready for public use by the end of
October
Participants were asked to weigh in on their priorities by “voting” on relative importance of
different implementation strategies. These strategies included actions that the County could
be responsible for, as well as green infrastructure network enhancement activities that would
be outside of county action, such as those listed below:
• Practice stewardship by actively applying green infrastructure and stormwater
practices on county-owned lands
• Engage additional efforts to preserve high-value green infrastructure lands (fund new
passive parks)
• Initiate outreach and education programs on the benefits of preserving green
infrastructure lands
• Create links and connections for trails, greenways and wildlife corridors
• Encourage private land owners and conservation groups to implement green
infrastructure practices
• Support & enhance agricultural programs that benefit green infrastructure on farmland
• Other (Please describe)
Cards were provided with the six (6) listed strategies (both county and non-county actions)
and a column for ranking their importance from 1-6, with 1 being the most important. A seventh
space was provided for any “other” strategies that could be suggested and included in the
ranking. Results from the exercise are illustrated in Figure A-5 below.

Figure A-5: Green Infrastructure Implementation’s Top Two (2) Priorities.
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As shown in Figure A-5 (previous page), the two highest ranking priorities among the second
meeting participants were connecting greenways and acquiring more high-value conservation
lands. The strategy gathering the most #1 rank was, “Create links and connections for trails,
greenways and wildlife corridors.”
The cards reflected similar results to the display board that depicted the identical list of
strategies for prioritization. Participants were given three (3) dots upon entering the meeting
venue for “casting their vote” for their three
highest priority strategies. The strategy to
connect greenways for both trails and
wildlife was clearly the highest priority among
approximately two-thirds of the meeting
attendees, garnering 21 dots (10 more than
any other strategy).
Comment cards were also provided for
attendees to record their ideas, thoughts and
concerns relative to the green infrastructure
network and the county planning effort.
Those comments are listed below, along with
comments from the February meeting.

COMMENT CARDS

Green Infrastructure Plan - February 8, 2018
At the City of Havre de Grace I am the permit coordinator and green infrastructure is top most
in daily activities/work.
Look forward to seeing this implemented. Excited to help with the outreach and home/small
site BMP’s
I think this activity tonight is a wonderful way to move green initiatives forward and garner
support! I met like-minded folks who are excited to work on the goals and strategies, which
gave me some HOPE – a rare and precious thing in this day and age under the “current
administration.”
Incentivize or regulate – Need summary/date on ideas generated at the workshop.
Lots of groups with related goals that can contribute to green infrastructure - but they are mostly
independent. Need some way to bring them together for joint projects or complementary
projects. Maybe hold a coordination meeting that involves interested groups so they can
work with the GIP framework to exchange ideas and find partnership opportunities.
There seems to be wide interest in acquiring areas for natural resource/wildlife habitat purposes.
Is there interest in a very large Harford County Natural Park/Conservation Area?
Creation of such a park/area might be an excellent economic and environmental long-term
strategy and set an example for surrounding counties.
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You have the folks heavily invested here now in Feb 2018. Sept 2018 for a “NEXT” gather is
too late!
Newsletter “Bi-Monthly” updates – include Park Features!
Join information on the County’s efforts to improve the environment
Develop Gunpowder Greenway to connect to Marshy Point – then upriver to Jerusalem Mill.
We want to be the demonstration project – We have the area – no land needs to be purchased just need planning – enforcement – parks cooperation and storm water retrofit by
Storm Water Management Academy.
We’d like to see the entire length of the Little Gunpowder have green space and dirt hiking
trails for pedestrians.
Buses (Harford Link) should have stops at parks, estuary center, Eden Mill, etc.
We work towards a lot of the same goals. Great Open House.
Great public workshop. No recommendations.
I enjoyed being a part of building up what looks like great planning.
How is any of this going to happen without affecting funding or regulations? Is it just an exercise?
After all, Harford Next is “just a vision”, not regulatory or required, as we are repeatedly reminded by elected officials.
Increase use of green energy on all public/community buildings – saves money long term
and removed dependence on polluting fossil fuels.
Paths connecting neighborhoods to public/common walks – allowing walking/biking rather
than car travel.
Sidewalks on stretches currently unwalkable – would enable walk rather than car.
Workshop was great. Very informative. It’s wonderful to see the County concerned about
green space.
I would be interested in hearing about plans for promotion of the green infrastructure plan.
Commend H. C. Government for spending time to develop the plan. Kudos!
Purpose and outcomes could be better defined
It seems that only County lands will be affected now. Could this drive incentives and funding
for private landowners too?
How does this overlay with preservation programs, project open space, etc?
Let me know how Harford Land Trust can help!!
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“Maybe” encourage introductions at beginning of mtg.
More details on actions required to implement.
Impressed with Harford County’s commitment.
Ensure the wildlife corridors contain pollen and nectar sources (weeds, blooming trees, clover
etc.) so the bees and pollinators have sufficient nutrition. Honeybees cannot fly over large
fields of corn & soybeans to get to the next pollen/nectar field. Their maximum range is about
2 miles and they will die of starvation/exhaustion if they have to fly too far.
Good overall format and focus.
Need to set interim goals/time table.
Need some additional public input prior to fall conclusion of plan.
Informative, well presented. Liked table interaction.
Jean Akers very good. Ted also.
Would have been grand to have coffee or suggest people bring their own.
Got me interested in looking at areas I was not aware of.
Christine was informative and good facilitator.
Time is of the essence. It’s gratifying to know the County is doing a green infrastructure plan.
Look at historic areas as part of presentation. “Heritage Preservation” Harford Furnace Historic
District vs 543?
Pervious sidewalks, see HCC have visible demo sites for sidewalks.
How to connect with bordering counties.
How to interface with APG North/South.
Use native species and remove evasive.
Trees to provide food for wildlife, plants too.
Involve schools, possible demo sites, North Harford, others.
What about State property?
Is the Chamber of Commerce involved?
The GI plan must promote business development.
MD DNR & can help with tree planting & forest assessment.
Forest buffers at least 100’ wide & connect as many natural areas, towns, etc. by trails or trail
connectors.
Plant tree canopy in towns and cities.
Large tree lawn greater than 6 feet in width to provide tree canopy of healthy trees in
developments.
Crop field along MA & PA trail between Annie’s Playground. Ground for weeds would be a
great place for most of GI demo areas.
Include soil quality as a major component in most of the other infrastructure utilities both clean
soil (lower pollution) & soil integrity (e.g. erosion control). Test soils before designing plantings
to determine best vegetation for each soil type.
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Sounds like there needs to be more education regarding Green Schools/MAEOE and then
introduction of those programs into more Harford County Schools. School grounds would
greatly benefit from more enviro/science activities. More wildlife corridors and invasive species
removal around bodies of water/parks/etc.
On Route 40 and 24 there is water, on one side of the ramp towards Route 24 ducks & lily pads
thrive. On the other side of the ramp everything in the water looks dead. I would like the dead
side to be studied to find out why plants do not thrive. I do not see ducks on that side but they
are on the other.
Fix flooding issues under one-lane bridge on Edgewood Road not far from Lakeside Boulevard.
Water runs under bridge to the point that you cannot drive through it.
After the community open house, the County website was updated to share the summary of
the feedback and level of participation.

COMMENT CARDS

Green Infrastructure Plan - September 27, 2018
Both Harford Land Trust and Maryland Environmental Trust lands are missing from mapped
preserved lands. It is very understandable why you do not include soils as a natural resource
on your natural resources map, but perhaps you could add a caveat regarding why soils were
not a data layer you looked at. Great work!
Is it possible to get a copy of the slides presentation?
Is your analysis available online?
Thank you for the good work and for including Joppa and Joppatowne in the planning.
Please encourage in your plan that the small area of Little Gunpowder that is not protected in
parks should be protected.
Are hubs evaluated for the insect life supported?
Are size of home ranges evaluated?
Running power and other cable infrastructure underground frees up more overhead space.
Tree canopy in urban areas can be dramatically increased.
Change planning, zoning and development policies to limit commercial (and residential)
development, and calls for smarter development that does little impact to the environment
and/or “offsets” another action.
Stormwater practices in private/public development.
Education, climate change implications. Clean air - asthma issues.
Multi-function green space is important! Co-location of natural areas near active spaces to
get people outside!
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Urban trail hubs as well.
Identify “gaps” that are important to making connections & target those for GI improvements.
Establish some way to connect & facilitate interaction by many & varied groups that have
interests in this program.
1.) Tax incentives for pervious sidewalks and driveways
2.) Follow construction so that run-off is controlled on the property, see this old house
2018 for example

FINAL COMMENTS

Green Infrastructure Plan - December 28, 2018
Consider connecting the Baltimore County side of the Deer Creek watershed to the Harford
side for Rural Legacy. Rural Legacy funds would be helpful as an option for lands with more
environmental features.
Thank you for the opportunity of working with your department on the development of the GI
Plan. It is great to see efforts for the Gunpowder River watershed, including selecting Mariner
Point Park as a demonstration site.
There is a corridor along the railroad tracks in Magnolia that needs protection. Please consider
purchasing a corridor/trail connection to Magnolia Middle School and fields on Trimble Road.
Consider the idea of protecting core areas from future development by mandating
Environmental Site Design and the preservation of corridors for wildlife and citizens.
Consider exploring grants or other partnerships to extend a continuous trail from Jerusalem Mill
to the original port of Joppa.
Invasive species are a growing problem in the County. We would like educational information
on management practices and would like to organize efforts to control invasive species.
The fee-in-lieu provision for open space should be removed as a way to ensure open space
is preserved on-site. Development should be altered to make sure open space requirements
are met.
There does not appear to be any green infrastructure in the Bel Air South area. Residents
need access to open space and green infrastructure. Green infrastructure promotes active
lifestyles and healthy communities. Green infrastructure should not be only in agricultural areas.
Recreational opportunities, increased property values, and quality of life are all benefits of GI.
Please consider these items in the implementation of the GI Plan.
Rain gardens, tree plantings, low mow area projects at road intersections should not be
permitted to encroach into the sight line triangle. Any plantings should not exceed three feet
in mature height in these areas.
Low mow/no mow areas should not be used in areas of limited sight distance (ie, blind curves)
along County roadways.
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Concern over erosion and sediment runoff into Deer Creek from Nobles Mill Rd and Harmony
Church road. Improved mitigation and maintenance techniques should be incorporated in
the GI Plan for these areas.
The GI plan is a great start which appears to encompass a lot of detail regarding the Harford
County landscape. Please keep up the good work.
The data showing preserved lands should be updated to reflect recent efforts by Harford Land
Trust.
Page 2- “(See Figure 5)” should be Figure 4. Page 28, the end of the first sentence contains
two verbs “can are”. Page 30, the two figures (30 &31) overlapped.
The plan document looks very good, looking forward to seeing the interactive GI web viewer.
I am blown away by the GI Plan. What an impressive document! While reading it, I may have
repeatedly cheered “Yes, Yes, Yes!” This is my dream! This plan fills my soul with joy and hope
for the future of our county.
Page 2- Is it possible to provide incentives to plant native species in important watersheds?
Could there be incentives by the County to repurpose existing structures instead of destroying
habitat for new construction?
We should plant native perennials in community landscapes and public areas vs. planting
annuals.
Page 4- Consider using the terminology that plants “naturalize” an area vs. “propagate”.
Invasives are a major issue, areas need to be under control before native species are planted.
Love ideas that educate the community such as no mow or low mow zones. This makes my
heart sing.
Deer are a problem. Continue to investigate the use of goats for invasive species management.
Has the topic of native plant communities come up? Please keep native plant communities
in mind when selecting plants.
Page 15- Could someone offer an incentive to farmers to dedicate one acre of farmland to
the creation of a native meadow?
When trees and plants are planted for mitigation or buffers, does someone follow up to make
sure the trees and plants are alive? I have seen many trees planted for mitigation and then
left to die.
Page 21- Explore the possibility of creating a corridor of green roofs to help manage stormwater
management.
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Page 23- Could new developments have incentives for using pervious material for roads and
sidewalks? Cool idea using curbs to divert water. Watering trees with stormwater runoff is
brilliant! Continue ideas for creating environmentally friendly communities.
Page 29- How about painting parking lots white to reduce temperatures of pavement and
stormwater runoff?
Consider incentives for businesses to reduce light pollution, nocturnal species need darkness.
Page 35- Typo “Impervious”
No mention of using solar panels on roofs of public buildings or parking lots. People could park
under the solar panels.
Love the idea of outreach, education and partnerships with organizations. People need to
know.
Update regulations! Developers must use native plants in their landscapes with only a certain
percentage of grass. Lawns are food deserts for our wildlife.
Page 36- Landowners who participate could receive a sign on their property stating they are
part of the GI, similar to Chesapeake Bay Wise signs.
Hometown Habitat…churches plant native plants. They usually have a lot of barren property
that does not support wildlife.
Page 37 –Penn State has a great webinar about vegetation management. HCC and public
libraries would also be great additions to the GI network. Consider the idea of having veterans
with PTSD assist with vegetation management as part of their therapy. Recovering addicts,
minimum security inmates, and other organizations such as Master Gardeners, scouts, high
school clubs need volunteer hours to help.
Page 39- Love the Lawn to Woodland and Star program for communities. Consider using
black-eyed susans or the checkerspot butterfly or something related to Maryland.
Could developers build homes on wooded lots leaving as many existing trees as possible?
Would the County use Roundup to manage invasives? I’ve heard horrible things about, is it
safe?
A-49 The percentage of invasives in County parks is astounding and heartbreaking.
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APPENDIX I: Park Project Site Assessments
Tudor Hall

Ownership: Harford County
Location: 17 Tudor Lane
Size: 8.38 acres

GENERAL LAND USE / CLASSIFICATION
Historic home with accessory structures (spring house, garage, etc.) hosting historic tours
operated by the Junius B. Booth Society. Gate is locked expect when historic home is open for
visitors. Site contains a creek and pond. Informal access via walking occurs from neighborhood
or turnaround at end of Tudor Lane where locked gate limits vehicular access.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN ASSESSMENT
Feasibility Due to limited open times, this site has less visibility than other public park sites.
However, the existing stream that runs through the site could be a good candidate for
improvement through various GI techniques. A headwater tributary to Thomas Run, the steam
is impounded to create the fishing pond. The pond has a mown grass (and eroded) edge
for approximately half its edge. Lots of sun exposure can increase water temperature while
impounded. Interpretive signage could convey better pond edge treatments for healthy
aquatic environments – a good message to fishermen.
Strategies The property contains numerous old trees in different stages of decline. These old
trees add historic value and enhanced landscape settings for the historic home. A full tree
planting plan (#1 photo) or at least a tree succession plan is warranted to help continue
the historic setting. Shade trees will be needed around the house, along the entry drive and
boundary fence. Canopy trees along the exposed pond edge can help shade the water
surface and provide cooler picnic spots for visitors. A wider riparian buffer (#2 photo) of native
plantings (and related no-mow zone) could be beneficial beyond the pond outlet. Shade
trees (#3 photo) could be added to the parking lot as well.

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
Adding 2 stream crossings (foot bridges) at pond inlets with a connected perimeter path to
follow the circumference of the pond can provide more intentional access where current
users have been creating informal crossings and wandering paths around the pond. Access
to the pond edge should be planned to facilitate fishing without the need to mow the entire
pond edge.
This historic house site could be enhanced with a historic landscape setting. If documentation
is available that recorded its earliest landscape design, some re-creation could be integrated
with environmentally sensitive design treatments to offer dual messages to site visitors.
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SITE PHOTOS

locations for potential green infrastructure stormwater management techniques
#1 Photo
A significant amount of the older trees throughout
the landscape are in stages of decline or dying. A
successional plan, ideally tied to the site’s master
plan, could be prepared to ensure a continuing
level of tree canopy and sense of place for the
historic landscape.
The landscape setting for this historic house could
be tied to a restoration of the historic garden,
representing the period for early occupation. A
tree planting plan for the site could tie-in to the
master plan for historic recreation combined with
an environmental restoration focusing on the creek
and pond landscape improvements.

#2 Photo
The stream edge should be protected
with a riparian buffer landscape and
wider “no-mow” zone. Pond edge
plantings could provide more tree
cover/shade for the pond surface
without
significantly
impacting
recreational fishing.

#3 Photo
Shade trees planted around the perimeter
of the parking lot could mitigate for
heat island effects and reduce runoff
temperatures.
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Shamrock Park

Ownership: Town of Bel Air
Location: Located between Lee Way and E. Pennsylvania Ave, adjacent to the Police Dept.
Size: 9.9 acres

GENERAL LAND USE / CLASSIFICATION
Neighborhood park with amphitheater, picnic area, open grass lawn, playground, parking
and restrooms. Park hosts a summer concert series.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN ASSESSMENT
Feasibility High visibility and actively programmed park with its concert series provides potential
exposure for a GI demonstration project. Park landscape is primarily mown grass and trees.
Park is located in headwaters for a tributary to Bynum Run and collects runoff/drainage from
adjacent neighbors.
Strategies Enhancing the existing tree canopy (1) could help lower runoff temperatures as
well as provide shade for picnic area, parking lots and on street parking. A more densely
vegetated swale (2) leading into the inlet drain located behind the playground could add
some better water quality treatment however, aesthetic change in landscape treatment might
raise concerns from neighbors and park users accustomed to “neat” mown areas. Vegetated
swale would be a “no-mow” zone.
Potential rain garden behind amphitheater where water collects and picnic areas provides
close visibility.

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
A number of the park trees are aging. A proactive tree succession plan could help maintain
the desired level of shade and aesthetics in the park’s landscape.

SITE PHOTOS - locations for potential green infrastructure stormwater management techniques

#1 Photo
Enhance the tree canopy
throughout the park, particularly
where picnic, playground and
parking areas could benefit
from cooler, shaded conditions.
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#2 Photo
Consider vegetating existing drainage swale with native plantings, woody & herbaceous to
slow & filter surface water movement and enhance habitat value. Drainage area runs along
Park’s southern property edge.

#3 Photo
A rain garden or biorentention area proximate to the picnic area could help capture surface
water runoff and provide habitat enhancement. Interpretive signage could convey green
stormwater messages.
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Plumtree Park

Ownership: Town of Bel Air
Location: Between Thomas and George Streets, east of S. Atwood Rd.
Size: 2.75 acres

GENERAL LAND USE / CLASSIFICATION
Neighborhood park with parking, two playground areas, basketball court, open lawn area,
Plumtree Run stream corridor with adjacent natural area.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN ASSESSMENT
Feasibility Popular neighborhood park with local users and good visibility. Paved pathway
follows stream alignment and offers good visibility for demonstrating enhanced riparian buffer
conservation.
Strategies Expand existing edge to no-mow zone for stream corridor (#1 photo) with additional
native plantings and add interpretive signs and “no-mow” delineation signs to convey concept
and implementation for softer stream edge. Maintain mow area along both sides of paved
pathway to keep good visibility and clearance for path users. Add shade trees (#2 photo)
to planting area between parking lot and basketball court to help shade and cool paved
surfaces.

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
Consider establishing “no-mow” zones along streams and drainage
alignments to allow natural vegetative cover to slow, filter and shade
stormwater runoff and surface water flows. Signage along the designated
edge of mown grass management areas can convey the intention to
allow taller plant growth both to the public and to the land managers and
maintenance crews.

SITE PHOTOS - locations for potential green infrastructure stormwater management techniques

#1 Photo - Expand natural riparian plantings
along edge of stream to within five (5) feet of
paved pathway. Follow alignment of pathway
edge to designate the edge of natural (nomow) zone for riparian corridor.

#2 Photo - Add native canopy trees to provide
shade to parking area and basketball court.
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Mariner Point Park

Ownership: Harford County
Location: 100 Kearney Drive, Joppa. Land between Foster Branch & Taylors Creek.
Size: 3.77 acres

GENERAL LAND USE / CLASSIFICATION
Regional county park with boat launch facility, parking, picnicking, trails, pavilions, fishing piers
and playgrounds. Active public uses for water access for boaters and fishermen as well as
park setting in natural areas for outdoor recreation such as walking, running, wildlife viewing,
picnicking and play.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN ASSESSMENT
Feasibility Highly visible due to active public uses. Parking lot at entry near Visitor’s Center is
potential GI target for a green stormwater treatment. Drainage patterns direct flows towards
drain located in mown lawn area from parking lot as well as steep slope above parking
area. Stormwater runoff from developed park areas currently flows into Taylors Creek without
treatment.
Strategies Steep slope plantings (#1 photo) on the steep hillside above the northernmost
parking lot could help attenuate rapid runoff. Slope is steeper than recommended for mower
operation. Mowers tend exasperate erosion where their tires slip on the incline. Best longterm (green) approach is to eliminate need for any mowing on the slope. (#2 photo) Rain
garden, vegetated swale, or bio-retention technique could be implemented in the grass area
with drain that captures the surface runoff from the north parking surface. Add canopy trees
(and wet-tolerant shrub layer with no-mow zone) (#3 photo) in existing drainage basin area
that captures runoff from second parking lot as well as diversionary structures to encourage
longer retention of runoff before it’s discharged into Taylors Creek. Southernmost parking lot
could benefit from shade generated by adding canopy trees along its perimeter and planting
internal island (#4 photo).

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
Several kiosks located on site could include green stormwater treatment descriptions and
project details. Reducing some mowing areas could improve habitat and green stormwater/
infrastructure value without impacting public use and enjoyment.

SITE PHOTOS - locations for potential green infrastructure stormwater management techniques

#1 Photo
Steep slope behind north parking area is
eroded and difficult to mow and should be
considered for slope stabilization plantings
to establish complete woody cover and
eliminate the need for mowing.
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#2 Photo
Drainage
swale
that
captures
surface runoff from north parking
area could be re-designed as rain
garden or bioretention treatment
area to pretreat runoff prior to direct
discharge into Taylors Creek.

#3 Photo
Low drainage area between second
parking lot and paved trail that
captures runoff could be retrofitted
with stormwater detention structures,
planted with wetland vegetation
and mowing eliminated. In redesign,
consider accommodating one or two
connections to path from parking.

#4 Photo
Enhance
parking
areas
with
additional native canopy shade
trees to mitigate for heat islands and
help.
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County Courthouse Parking Corner, Bel Air

Ownership: Harford County
Location: Downtown Bel Air at the corner of Hays and Thomas Streets
Size: unknown acreage

GENERAL LAND USE / CLASSIFICATION
Parking lot for courthouse has corner area where trees in planter have failed or are in decline.
Potential additional space could be generated by re-aligning parking lot surface and raised
planter area.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN ASSESSMENT
Feasibility Parking lot corner area, where surface drain is located, has curbed planting area and
asphalt pavement where parking stalls do not fit. Site has high visibility as a downtown corner.
Existing Zelcova tree is in decline due to limited soil area and stress from urban conditions.
Strategies A bioretention area (#1 photo) could be retrofitted by removing the curbing and
existing asphalt and realigning drainage to move through the retention area prior to entering
the storm drain. Creating an increased planting soil area in corner triangle (#2 photo) could
better sustain any canopy trees needed for mitigating pavement heat.

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
None.

SITE PHOTOS - locations for potential green infrastructure stormwater management techniques

#1 Photo - Existing planting area is low spot
for courthouse parking lot and could be
redesigned to capture runoff before entering
stormwater drain.
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#2 Photo - Corner of parking pavement (with
drain) could be retrofitted into contiguous
bioretention area with existing planter bed.
Trees would be increased longevity with
resulting larger soil volume for root growth.

Eleanor & Millard Tydings Park (Oakington property)

Ownership: Harford County
Location: 401 Oakington Road. On the Neck between Swan Creek and Chesapeake Bay
Size: unknown acreage

GENERAL LAND USE / CLASSIFICATION
Located along Oakington Road, with acreage both north and south of the Ashley Treatment
Center campus, this conservation property consists of active agricultural fields and forested
shoreline habitat. The target site within the property is accessed by traveling south on a one
lane gravel road before the Treatment Center guardhouse. The focus area contains an old
barn and accessory structures and two houses. Recent improvements included a paved
parking area, paved access lane and stormwater treatment basin.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN ASSESSMENT
Feasibility Access to the site is fairly remote with no casual public visibility to add value to
a green infrastructure demonstration project. Plans for future development of an equestrian
facility with indoor arena and outdoor riding area have been cancelled.
Potential Strategies The forested edge of the shoreline habitat (#1 photo) could be expanded
along the Bay side, reducing some of the field production area to provide a more resilient
shoreline.
The stormwater basin (#2 photo) currently under a regular grass mowing regime could be
naturalized beginning with establishment of canopy trees to shade captured runoff.

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
Prior to any green infrastructure project installation, management should consider the potential
for any future development of planned or postponed recreation facility projects. Tree plantings
should avoid potential development envelopes to protect tree longevity and value.

SITE PHOTOS - show locations for potential GI-SWM techniques

#1 Photo - Forest edges along farm fields
could be expanded to enhance shoreline
resiliency and improve capture of soil runoff
from active agricultural fields.

#2 Photo - Stormwater basin could be
naturalized to reduce grass mown areas
and provide shade and filtering of runoff.
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Alice & William Longley Park

Ownership: Harford County
Location: Long Bar Harbor & Longley Roads
Size: 3.1 acres

GENERAL LAND USE / CLASSIFICATION

Neighborhood park containing baseball/softball field, parking, two playgrounds, basketball
sports court and swing set. Small bridge crossing intermittent steam connects one playground
and parking lot to second playground and ball field.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN ASSESSMENT

Feasibility Site is highly visible and accessible to the public. Parking lot pavement extends to
the top of streambank slope where stormwater drainage flows directly to the stream without
treatment. This condition provides a notable and highly interpretive opportunity to display the
need to treat streams with greener landscape approaches.
Strategies Slope stabilization plantings (#1 photo) and stream restoration techniques (#2
photo) followed by some additional riparian plantings (#3 photo) could enhance the distressed
intermittent stream. Some bioretention techniques (#4 photo) may be feasible if enough room
is available for directing surface runoff. Canopy trees (#5 photo) to shade the parking lot
can provide some mitigation for reducing hot runoff. No mow zones (#6 photo) with edge
designation markers would be helpful to reinforce the riparian corridor protection.

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Currently, lawn mowing equipment rides directly across the creek to get access to both sides
of the park as well as mown grass growing to the edge and into the stream. Mowers can
access the other side of the park via Longley Road and do not need to have a special bridge
crossing. (The existing footbridge is not ADA accessible and should be retrofitted to remove
the steps up onto the bridge deck to allow stream crossing from the parking lot to the other side
of the park. The existing bridge is too narrow for use by any mowing equipment but mowers
can use the road instead.)

SITE PHOTOS - show locations for potential GI-SWM techniques

#1 Photo - Slope stabilization plantings could
reduce erosion and slow runoff from parking
surface into small creek.
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#2 Photo - Stream restoration techniques
could reduce continual sedimentation of
intermittent stream and provide defined
stream corridor.

#3 Photo
Adding riparian plantings along stream
corridor to provide shade, buffer, stabilization
and habitat could help define the
watercourse, direct park users to other areas,
and keep mowers out of stream channel.

#4 Photo
If adequate space is available, bio retention
area could be designed to help capture
and filter parking lot surface runoff prior to
discharge into intermittent stream.

#5 Photo
Native canopy trees could be added to the
perimeter of the parking lot to provide shade
for vehicles and reduce heat island affecting
surface runoff temperature.

#6 Photo
Designating “no-mow” zones along the
stream corridor could allow native plantings
to stabilize streambanks, reduce erosion and
improve stream water quality.
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